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BBHZQFUBAH 
BPmODUCTIOH 
wopk in labcratory on t^is opiontation andl 
^ri'rati'Tss of tlie heteroeyelie ring ayatdma^ furcm mxdL dibeneo* 
f\2ran« Ixas leni 'mvj naturally to an investigation of bensofiiran^ 
a ralAtaS cocygen h&tia*oeyol». l&i eontrast to tbe ocaBpi»r»atiw3.y 
lar@8 3J.tez«tiire that bas bean bixilt up e€ bensofij^s^ (^sriva-
tives tbrotii^ ring elosure swactions, a swprisingly leaalj. 
Bxammt of definite knowledge is knoim eonceming tbe nxus^ar 
orientaticm of this hoteroeycle, or of its derivatiTes* 
"Bm p^essnee of a j^tially rediteed benzofuran nueleua (I) 
in the Gijliand-®obiiMion struefeure of morphii^ (II) (1) siiggest-
ed a study of the ^t^ioXogieal i^^perties of benzoforan and 
benzofoa^an i^rl'^ti^s in a Btam»r siMlar to l^at earried out^ 
for tim memi reason, on plxenan^irene (III) (2) and dibenso-
ftirffici (IV) (3). 1%e nti^)e]f:big of benzofuran tliat is mmd is 
iiidieated belonr in (I)» !l^s folloim the rules sugges^d by 
Patterson *s Bitematioml Hules for Homsnelattzre (4)* 
<1) Sm&lX, "Chemistry of the Opium Alkaloids", St^p. 103^- Pub-
lie Health Beports, 19^» p« M&» 
(2) Chiefly by Eddy and fito«v(»'kers« See Eddy. J, Haarmsffiol*. 
183 (1^). 
(3) Ohiifoy by @iliE»n and eo-vc»plcers« See Byirater, Doctcs^al 
Pisss^tatit^, loira State College li^, and Klrkpatriol^, 
Doetoral Dissertati^, Io«a State College 1935» 
(4) Pattera®!, J. Aia. Cher., Soo,. ^  543 (1925). 
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CP 
(R) 
III 
*^6 first derivatives of bensoforan were described in 
1870 by Perkin (5), He obtained benzofaraa>2>earboxylie acid 
by the action of aqueous potassium hydroxide upon 3>bromocou~ 
mirln or 3,4-coaimkrin dibr<»Bide. Peritin did not attempt to as­
cribe a structure to this acid thou^ a year later he named it 
eouonrilic acid (6), because of its method of preparation from 
eousuirin. In this second paper he also described the fox*ma-
tion of a compound, which was undoubtedly benzofuran, obtained 
by the distillation of his coumarilic acid. He did not inves-
(5) Perkins, J. Chem. 3oc,, 25. 368 (1870). 
(6) Perkins, J» Chem. Soc., 24. 37 (1871), 
NCH 
CH 
CH 
OH H OH 
II 
- 10 -
tlgate this product further 
C=0 G=0 
ir 
iCOOH 
It reaiained for Pittig and Short (7) to describe, and as 
sign a structure to henzofuran ja'epared by the decarboxyla^ 
tion of benzofaran-S-carboxylie acid In the following manner; 
®iey prepared the benzofuran-2-carboxylic acid in the beat 
yields by the treatment of coimarin dibromide with aqueous i^o-
tassium hydroxide. 
Excellent evidence for the proof of structure of benzo-
foran is obtained by the succeaafal aynthesia of thia hetero-
eyole from o-aldophenoxyacetic acid (8); 
COOH 
diatill 
0 0 
(7) Fittig and Sbert, Ann., 16 
(8) RSaaiag, Ber., 12»"^88 (1884), 
2 (1883). 
- 11 -
V 
Ola 
CHO 
* ClOSgCOOH H' 
I OOBgCOOH ^ 
' "Sio* 
and from o-hydroxypbenyl-'beta-'elaloroqthyleoe (9), 
/\ 
v 
VB 
CH=CBC1 
mz, Con> KOy 
GH=CHG1 Steam 
Hio treatment of phenoxTacetal with ai}h3rdrous oxalic acid, 
or better, with anhydrous zinc chloride in glacial acetic acid 
gives bensofuran in good yields (10)« The tz^eatment of phen-
oxyacetaldehyde with zinc chloride in acetic acid also gives 
bensoforan, but in poorer yields (11). 
/\ 
\/ 
0CHgCH(0Et)3 
BAc 
Iiess important methods of preparation are those concerned 
with the decomposition of benzofuran derivatives, other than 
benzofaran*2>carbo^lic acid, as Indicated below (12, 13): 
(9) KCffitppa, Ber,, ^6. 2968 <1893). 
(10) 3t<Mi«wr. Ann«. ^37 (1900). 
(11) St&ermr, Ber,, 52» (1897), 
(12) Stoeraer, Be?., 52, 1711 (1897). 
CIS) Xraemer and Spilker, Ber., gg, 78 (1890). 
- 12 
0 0 
CCH, 
fuse 
.0BBr 7(^ e^mnol 
ftBd of dihydrobenzoforan derivatives (14). 
jUHCOOEt f2 
Cold eon. 
HCl 
heat 
the most reee&t siethod of preparation of benzofaran, and 
probably the best for large (piantities, is by the pyrolytic 
dec<Mposition of ooumarin at 860^ in a tiiuaed iron tube (15). 
(14) Stoeraer and K&nig, Ber,, JJg, 492 (1906), 
(16) Orlov and TishchenkoTTbid.. 65B. 2948 (1930), 
13 -
Bonsofuran is fotmd in hi^ boiling coal tap residues and 
various methods have been devised to separate this heteroeycle 
from the polyrothylbenzenes, phenols, and indenes also contain* 
Sraemer and Spilker (13) brominated one kilo of the 168°-
ide, ^is eompouad was converted to bromobensof^ran with al­
coholic potassium hydroxide, and to benzofuran by reduction 
with sodium amalgam in 70^ alcohol. 
IRie treatment of benzoforan in benzene wititi 80^ sulfuric 
acid gives a benzene soluble resin inAiose formula has been found 
to be (QqMqQ)^. Tb& destructive distillation of this resin 
yields benzofuran as a major product. Some phenol and ethyl-
benzene are tormed, and a small quantity of o-ethylphenol, ben-
zene» tolueiM, and dihydrobenzofuran isolated. This suggested 
the treatment of the 155®-185® fraction of coal tar with con­
centrated sulfuric acid, and the destructive distillation of 
ed in the fraction which distills around 170°, 
175® fraction of coal tar to obtain 80 g. of benzofuran dibrcm-
»a-gg 
WetlSnoi 
- 14 -
i?e»ulting A siixture of bonzoftiras syod hTdroi^deiHi 
warn obtaii^d* Hie tmimQShm&a wm sepi^ated m the plor^ftt* 
(16)« If tt^forlo mSA atroBgoF than is used to x^sinify 
l»»n2ofi2ran^ « b«zi2«m iosoliUblo z>«si2i is fox<a»d vhioh oontaiioa 
a eotisldei»i^le asK»mt of suXfor* ^^!he doatmetiTs distillaticm 
of tbift x^sixi yields about »mm i^oduots as the sulfur 
fs^ p?oduet« aod, la le^itionji sulfur^ sulfux* dioxide^ wp& 
h^ldrogsn sulfide (17)» Indefinite z^sults by laeazmi of ttiis 
of pi»e|«ratio)Et were elsissNid by Basils and Sukscl^im (18). 
A jMteiit has be^ issix»d that is based cm a sethc^ ia 
i^oh the ecml tea? fx*acticm is sulfomted «it& ooncezxtx^ated 
8ulfi£pio acid in the ppesezioe of aeetie achytri^j, and lOze 
solidile bessoftu^az^ulffmio aeid hydrol:^ed «lth steam to benso-
fupan (10)• 
Mb^ylbeniBofupans ha-ro been identified in the laS® « 1^® 
fraotim of eoal tar (20), S,7-^lfflethylbensofuran in tbe 03^® -
t^® fpaeticm (SO), and beta«mphthofugan (Y) and alpba-imphtfao-' 
ftaran (VI) in the 88S® - 2^® fraction (81). 
(13) and Spilker, Ber.. @^7 (1000). 
(17) Kraeiaer and Spiliasr, 1SI4,> M, 1887 (1901). 
(18) Burda and Sukaehs'^, gfegaia* Shea. 2Smp»« ^  Sci. pt. 2^9 
(1^ ). SI# 
iW) ®pub«p, Oer, /Ishwa^ 2ea^>. IQg i, g6S7 (XmiJ/ 
( m )  S t m r m r  sad Boes, Ber., I^S {19{^ )., 
(01) Boes, Sf.»^  &^ fei!3^ fel#:- 0^ ISl (190S), /^ S* 03%i8'* S.oc«, 
m ll 854 il^ )_/ 
- 15 -
Y YI 
Bonsofiu^n resetables furan mueh more closely than dlben-
sofuran In the fact that aubstltutlon is made remarkably dif­
ficult by reason of the ease of oxidation of the nucleus, ai«l 
its aenBltivity to acids, particularly sulfuric acid, Benzo­
furan enjoys the distinct advantage, however, of being the 
product of a number of facile and reliable ring closure syn­
theses. These reactions follow, in general, the methods used 
for the synthesis of unsubstituted benzofuran, ®be adaptabil­
ity of these aethods to the production of desired derivatives 
is demonstrated in the examples given of characteristic ring 
closure reactions which aire available to yield benzofuran deri­
vatives. 
A halogen or amino group in the 3- position of coumarin, 
or a coumarin derivative, is necessary for the production of 
benzofuran derivatives by this method. In the former case a 
basic reagent, and in the latter case an acid ]*eagent, is 
necessary to effect the ring closure. By this method is pre­
- 16 -
pared 5«&mln0T5enz0furan-2-carb03(ylic acid hydrochloride (22); 
Sa. 
mr 
. 2 
HCl 
^COOH 
5-nitrobenzofuran-2-cart)oxylic acid (23): 
0 ^ 0 
( Y ^c=o f y ^ cooH 
HOgl Uv^ ' aq. KOH. i i i 
aM 6-awthylt>eiizofuran-2,3-dicarboxylic acid (24), 
"•car ^  "tu 
COOH 
COOH 
GOOEt 
The reaction of alpha-halogen ketones or acetates with 
salicylaldehyde or derivatives is uaed as a method of synthesis 
of benzofuran derivatives. By this method 2-acetylbenzofuran 
(12), and 6-bromobenzofuran-2-carboxylic acid (10) are ntade. 
{22) Simonis, "Die Ciimarin", Berlin, 1916, p,170 and 177, 
(25) Dey and Row, J, Chem, Soc,, 123. 3575 (1923), 
(24) Dey, ibid.. 107. 1606 (1915). 
17 
aOSft GEO • ClGHgCCHg ^CGHg 
+ GlCHgGOOH "> 
B 
OOH 
A related method of synthesis is used in the preparation 
of S-aaethyl-S-nitrobenaofuran (25). 
®tie two above general methods of synthesis are reliable 
in that the positions of fusion of the fui»an ring to the ben­
zene nucleus are fixed. This is not always tjnie in the third 
general method, which involves the ring closure of a phenyl 
ether, and certain restrictions must be observed if a benzo-
faran derivative of known structure Is to be produced. Ben-
zofuran derivatives have been prepared from the appropriate 
phexxyl ethers through the elimination of either alcohol or 
{25} Hale, Ber.. jfeg, 1596 (1912), 
- 18 -
water. Ixaaples of the former are given in the following 
prepajration of 7-Biethylbenzofuran from o-methy 1-beta-phenoacy-
aeetal (10), aM of 2,5-diBethyl'benzofuran from beta-(p^aethy 1-
phenoxy)-propionaeetal {10): 
CH* ^3 0 
f^^jOCHCHgCH (OEt) 2 
CHJvJ CH ,aj 
CB<. 
®ie ellaination of water from phenyl ethers to yield henzo-
foran derivatives has resulted in the synthesis of such types 
as 3-fflethylbenaofuran (26), and ethyl S-aethyl-S-nltrobenzo-
furan-2-carbo3Eylate (27), 
(^0CH2CCH3 g 
u Col 
(26) Stoermer, Ber,, 88. 1253 (1895), 
(27) Huth, Ser.7~lS, 1332 (1887). 
- 19 -
+ CH^CCHClCOOEt 
COOlt 
Ib eonneetion with this last synthesis It Is interesting 
to note that an attempted almllap synthesis with ra-nitpophenol 
gave a yield too minute to work with, and when o-nitrophenol 
was used the synthesis failed completely, 
Ikata <28} has devised a somewhat similar synthesis, in­
volving the use of acetoacetic ester, that yields derivatives 
of 2-aethyl'benzofuran-3-carbo3iylic acid in contrast to the 
above Hantzsoh {29) synthesis yielding derivatives of 3-iaethyl-
ben20furan-2-earb0xylic acid. 
An interesting and useful synthesis is one which involves 
<28) limta, J, tyakt. Chem., 65 tl892). 
(29) Hantzsch, Ber», 1290 (1886). 
+ CHg^CHgCOOEt 
OOEt 
OB CI 
- 20 -
th® diitlllatloo of beta- (2-fttpaldeh3rde)levullnle acid to yield 
4-hydPoaty-®-*e«tyltoeiizofaran aa follows (50): 
HOOC-CH^-C^Y > distill^ CHsipv-''-
CHs 1 1 kj 
OB 
Sen and Boy (31) also obtained this product directly from fur­
fural and leirulinic acid by the use of hydrogen chloride, A 
similar synthesis from a furan derivative has been used by 
Beiehstein sgod Hirt (32} to prepare the isotubanol of Take! 
(33). 
^ _ Q-Y<ch,,, 
OB 
A patent has been based on the preparation of 2<-methyl~ 
benzofuran by the action of an alkali upon al^^-halogen-o-
allylphenols (34). 
(30) Kehrer and Kleberg, Ber.. 26. 345 (1893). 
(31) Sen axid Boy, J, Indian Chem. Soc,. 7. 401 (1930). 
yg.A,. ?miT95S77 
(32) BeiiSstein and Birt. Belv. Chlmi Acta. 10. 121 (1933). 
(33) fakel, Ber., 61 B. 1055 (1928). 
(34) Oer, 29S7?56 ^ h^. Zentr.. 87 XI. 618 (1916J7 
- 21 
In a few instances, benzofuran derivatlYea have been pre­
pared from 2- amd 3-keto-2,5-dthydroljenzofur«i8, Thus, by 
tiHiatment wltta phosphorus tribroiaide at different temperatures, 
2-lceto-3-phenyl-2,3-dihydrobenzofttran is converted to 2- and 
3-phenylben£ofuran (35). 
The proof of this rather unusual reaction lies in the synthe­
sis of the 2-phenylbenzofuran (36) and 3-phenylbenzofuran (35) 
by other ring closure syntheses, S-Kienylbenzofuran is not 
converted to 2-phenylbenzofuran by heating with phosphorus trl-
bromide. 
(35) Stoermr, Ber., 3986 (1903), Stoermer and Klppe, 
ibid.. ^ 3992 (1905). 
(36) stoermer and Reuter, Ber.. 36. 3979 (1903). 
0 
- 22 -
.ioOgHs 
'0 
fh© use of e arlgnard reagent upon 2-keto-2,3-dili,ydro-
bensofuran resulted in the formation of E-oethylbenzofaran 
(37). 
CsO 
\y— 
CB3ll^  
Although 2-keto« and S-ketodihydrobenzofurans resemble 
aliphatic, rather tlmn aromatic, ketones in their reactions, 
it has been determined that they are capable of enolization to 
2-hydroxy- and S-hydroxybenzofurans, This was shown by their 
reaetl<m with sodium and potassium to yield salts of these ele-
B»nts, and by their ability to undergo the Zerevitinov reac­
tion to the extent of 60^ in the cold and 80-90^ when heated 
(38). 
The principal arathods of synthesis of ket<Miihydrobenzo-
furans are from o-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (39), o-acetoxy-
(37) Stoermer and Bartheli^is, Ber., j^, 62 (1915). 
(38) LSenbeim and Simonis with I^ng and Jacobus, ibid., 57. 
2040 (1924). 
(39) Baeyer and Prltschj lbi4. ®73 (1884). 
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jbete-tiroaieeetophenone (40), and phenoxyacetic acid (12). 
digtlll. 
CB2COOH 
OAc 
CCHaBr H2O ' 
CB. 
CHo 
I ^ 
c=o 
/\ 
\/ 
OGHgCOOfi ZnClg 
HAc 
/V"-
•0H5 
I ® 
'G=0 
A Huidaer of ring closure syntheses have been developed 
for the preparation of 2,3-dihydrobenzofuran and derivatives, 
fhis nucleus is of particular isportanoe from a physiological 
and plMinB&ceutical viewpoint as this particular reduced benso-
furan mcleus is found in the structure of morphine. 
The ring closure reactions that have been used for the 
preparation of unsubstituted 2,5*dihydrobenzofuran that close 
in a fixed position are; by the action of aqueous sodiuin car-
(40) Priedlander and Neudorfer, Ber., 30. 1077 (1897), 
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bo^te upon o-hydroxyphenylethylene bromide (41), by the ac­
tion of sodium upon o-bromophenoxyethylene broonide (42), and 
by the distillation of an aqueous potassium hydroxide solution 
of beta-(o-hydro3£yphenyl )ethyltrimethyla»nioniuiB iodide (43), 
k^C2H4Bi 
CHp 
I ^ 
CHg 
OCHgCHgBr 
Br Ka 
V— 
'^OH 
a^ : 
The action of anhydrous zinc chloride upon beta-hydroxy-
and beta-bromoethylphenyl ether yields dihydrobenzofuran (44), 
and the action of phosphorus pentoxide upon ^ -substituted 
beta-hydroxyethylphenyl ethers produces substituted dihydro-
(41) Stoenoer and Kahlert, Ber., 54. 1806 (1901), 
(42) Stoeraer and OShl, ibi^TT M» 2873 (1903). 
(43) Pshorr and Einbeck,'"IFId., 38 I. 2067 (1906). 
(44) RiMfusz, J. Am. Chem. Soc,, 4^. 665 (1919), 
- s& -
bensofoTftxis <45). 
ZnCU^ fX_> 
' 1 CHg 
0 
' V 
CHg 
The first of the two best general methods for the ring 
elosare preparation of dihydrobenzofuran derivatives ia by the 
condensation of a phenol, or substituted phenol, with allyl 
alcohol in the presence of an acetic acid*.sulfuric acid mix­
ture, and the pyrolytic decomposition of the resulting polymer 
A related aethod is used to produce alkylated dihydro-
benxoftirans by the condensation of i^enols and ketones• In 
t45) Rindfuss, Oinnings, and Harnack, J. Am. Chea. Soe.. 
157 (1920). 
(46) liederl and Storch, ibid.. 4549 (1933). 
(46). 
CBGH. 
^ CHB=GHC?fiQH, polymer 
CH 
0 
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this way 3,5-4iffiethyl-2,3-dihydrohenzofuran is aade from o-
ez^sol and acetone (47). 
OH 9 
+ CH3CCH5 
GHCH, 
!rhe second, and aost interesting, general method of syn­
thesis of dihydrobenzofuran derivatives is that mentioned first 
in a patent in 1914 (48), and later developed in various modi­
fications by other workers. By this method is prepared 2-niethyl-
5-aeetamino-2,3-dihydrobenzofuran (49), and 2,5,7-trimethyl-
2,S-dihydrobenzo furan {50), 
AeHH 
OH 
CH2CB:sGH2 
HBr aq.KOH 
>•" ' > 
AcHH 
mcs-s 
5% 
(47) Jordan. U. 3. 1.679.664 /Shem, Zentr,. 1Q0 .I, 2822 (1928)7. 
(«) Otr. 879,864 /ibid.. 88 II leu 11914^ 
(49) Claisen and Kremers, Ann.. 418. 104 (1919). 
(50) Claisen and Tietze, ibid., 449. 81 (1926), 
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Pyrid,ln««HGl^ 
CH2CHsCE2 CB5-
pHs 
y\ 0 
I CHGHg 
Iho 
An intarestlng modification by Adams and Rindfusz (51} is used 
to synthesize 2-Hiethylenodihydro'benzofaran and S-broHK^ethyl-
dihydrobenzofuran. 
Ac 
CH^?B[BpCHg6r 
laOEt CHGHgBr 
^om this latter compound is prepared 2-diethylafflinoB!©thyldi-
hydrobenzofuran throug^i its reaction with diethyl amine (52), 
and from a similar derivative is synthesized 2-diethylaraino--
methyldlhydrobenzofuran-7-carboxylic acid amide (53), 
(51) Adams and Sindfasz, J. Am, Chea. Soe.. 41. 648 (1919). 
(52) Foarneau, Maderni, and de Lestrani^e. J. pharm, chim.. 18. 
185 (1953), 
(53) Ooaez, Ibid,. 337 (1934), 
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CHCHaBr 
CHg 
<Et)2HH a'^CHCHaM ( Et) 2 —CHg 
COHH2 C01IB2 
CHC%Br 
I f (It )oliH 
CHg a^CHCH2H(Et)2 -k 
A ffiopetirated dihydrobenzofuran la prepared by the action 
of aercurlc chloride upon o-allylphenol (54). 
OH 
HfiClg, 
eHgCHsCHg 
mCBgHgCl 
iH2 
3-Aalno-2,3-dlhydrobenzofuran is prepared by the reduc-
tioa of the oxLbis of 3-ketodihydrobenzofuran (37). 
—> 
(54) Adams, Soman, and Sperry, J. .to. Chem. Soc., 44. 1781 
(1922). 
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]fo]*6 hlgjtily reduced benzofurans are represented by the 
fors^tion of ethyl 2-^thy 1-4,5,6,7-tetrahydrobenzof1iran-3-
earboxylate (55), and 7a-methylperhydrobenzofuran (56) by means 
of the following syntheses: 
Senzofaran 
Tfntil very recently, no work on the physiological proper­
ties of benzofuran derivatives has been reported. Since 1934 
a series of papers by Fouriieau, Bovet, and co-vorlcers has ap­
peared, reporting on various physiological effects of a num-
(55) Ebel, Huber, and Brunner, Helv. Chto. Acta., ],2. 16 (1929). 
(56 ) von Braun and Miinch, Ann. ,""^5. 52 (1928). 
COOEt 
COOEt 
60^  H2304 2^ 
' % 
- s o ­
ber of ddrivatives of amlnomethyl-SjS-dihydroljenaofarana (57, 
58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64), The derlTatives reported on are: 
5-dlethylai&ino- (878), a-methylaialno- (879), S-diraetl^jrlaBilno-
(911), 2-plperidlno- (934), 7-iBethoxy-2-aethylamino- (889), 7-
ffletli03iy-2-dietliylaiBln0- (890), 7-fflethoxy-2-plperidiao- (991), 
6-ethoaEy-2-iTOtliylamino- (887), 6-etlioxy-2-diethylaialno- (888), 
5-etliojqr-2-8iethylaffilno- (881), 5-ethoxy-2-dietliylamlnoaethyl-2, 
S-dlhydrobenzofuran (880), and 2-dieth.ylaainomethyl-2,3-dihy-
drobenzofuran-7-carboxylic acid amide (9009), 
Tbe reports on the dihydrobenzofuran derivatives are giv­
en quantitatively in only a few cases, but several interesting 
general observations are drawn. Compound (878) exercises a 
marked antagonism against adrenaline hyperglucemia in the rab­
bit (57, 68), It is a hypotensor, vasodilator, and increases 
the amplitude and tonus of intestinal contraction (58), The 
properties of the other derivatives are similar to this, but 
vary with the substituents, fhus, (911) and (879) are weaker 
hypotensors, and the intestinal action of all the diethylamino-
(57) Blancher, G<Mapt. rend. y>c. biol., 115. 1185 (1934), 
(58) ?oarmau^ ^ovet. and Mademi. iFid,. 115. 1215 (1934). 
(59) Bovet and Simon, ibid., 116. 846 (1934). 
(60) Bovet, ibid.. 1167^1^20 11934). 
{ 6 1 }  Bovet ax^ Simon, ibid.. 117. 958 (1934). 
(62) Bovet, Simon, and I^pieri^, ibid., 117. 961 (1934), 
(63) Bacq and Bovet, ibid., 118 . 359 ^935). 
(64) Baeq and Bovet, Arch, intern, pharmacodynamie. 5Q. 315 
(1935), ^.A.. 29, S92i (1§SS)/, 
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deriviitlTes is more marked than that of tbe corresponding mono-
setliylasino derivatives. The most active derivatives in this 
respect are (890) and (888). The ethoxy group seems to play a 
considerable role, this suhstituent in the 6- position being 
the most effective. OompouM (888), together with (911), also 
has an enhanced antagonism against the effects of adrenaline 
(58), CoiBpoand (890), in the dog, has a very rapid and irreg­
ular action on tJie effects of adrenaline vasoconstriction of 
the kidney (59), Tests of the effects of the derivatives on 
the muscles of the bronchi of guinea pigs showed that the 
simplest derivatives had no effect, but that the more complex 
derivatives had a constrictive action (60), All the derivatives, 
and in particular (878), (887), and (1009), appeared to possess 
the property of prolonging considerably the duration of adren­
aline contraction of the nictitating membrane of cats (63). 
'^e most interesting and encoiiraging report on the physiological 
properties of these aminodihydrobensofuran derivatives was 
their action in sensibly prolonging the narcosis produced by 
Svipan in the rabbit, fhe effect of o-methoxy- derivatives in 
this respect was particularly marked (61), Further investiga­
tion showed that the aminometi^ldihydrobenzofurans also possess 
distinct analgesic and sedative properties in themselves (62), 
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little work that has been done on the mclear orien­
tation of benzojpuran has been done chiefly on halogenation 
products of the unaubstituted nucleus. The 2,3- linkage of 
benzofuran resembles an aliphatic ethylenic linkage more 
closely than an aromatic compouM by reason of its ready oxi­
dation, reduction, and ease of halogen addition to form a 
stable dibromide and dichloride. 
Fittig and Ebert (7) in 1883 first treated bensofuran with 
broaine to obtain a benzofuran dibromide addition product. A 
year later Sbert (65) regenerated benzofuran from the dibx^aa-
ide by boiling it with water, and obtained a monobromobenzo-
foran upon refluxing with alcoholic potaaaium hydroxide. The 
reduction of benzofuran dibromide with sodittm amalgam in 10% 
alcohol yielded benzofuran (13). These results were later 
checked in substance (66, 10}, though no evidence as to the 
orientation of the bromobenzofuran was brought forward until 
Stoeraer and Kahlert (67) showed that the monobr<»Bobenzofuran 
(a liquid} obtained by the distillation of the dibromide ad­
dition product was different from the monobromobenzofuran ( a 
(65) Ebert, ^ ., 347 (1884). 
(66) Bohme. Am. Chem. J.. IS, 28 (1891), 
(67) Stoeraer and Kahlert .^r.. 1633 (1902). 
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solid) obtained by the treatment of this same dibromide with 
alcoholic potassium hydroxide. The liquid product was shown 
to be 2-bromobenzofaran by comparison with the 2-brOTiobenzo-
furan obtained by the treatment of 2-keto-2,3-dihydroben2ofuran 
with phosphorus oxybromide. The 2-br®aioben2ofuran did not 
solidify when cooled with a solution of solid carbon dioxide 
in ether. 
The reactions of the two monobromobenzofurans were also 
different, Treatment of 2-bromobenzofuran in an autoclave 
with alcoholic potassium hydroxide gave quantitative yields 
of o-hydroxyphenylacetic acid, and a similar treatment of 3-
bromobenzoftiran yielded a mixtujre of small amounts of o-hydro3iy-
phenylacetic acid and o-ethoxyphenylacetic acid, and unidenti­
fied products. The treatment of 2-bromobenzofuran with 
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nitrous anhydrid# gas yielded 2«-nltr0ben20furan and a similar 
treatsient of 3>bromobenzofuran gave a nitro-S-broiaobenzofuran 
(67). 
Previous attempts to prove the position of the bromo group 
throu^ ireplaceiMnt by a methyl group, using methyl iodide axal 
sodium, and dimethylzinc (10), failed, as did also the attempt 
to prepare authentic 2-br<aioben2ofuran throu^ the replacement 
of the carboxylic group of ben2ofuran-2-carboxylic acid by 
bromine in an aqueous alkaline solution (68), In this case a 
tribroaobenzofuran is formed which is the same as that obtain­
ed by Stoermers (10) bromination of 2,3-dibrcaiiobenzofuran, 
Monobromobenzofuran was brominated by Stoermer, Richter, 
and Oralert (10), and by Simonis (69), to yield what is prob­
ably 2,3-dibromobenzofuran, The bromination of this compound 
yielded a tribromobenzofuran (10). 
5-Brcaiobenzofuran (10) and 5,7-dibromobenzofuran (70, 71) 
were prepai^d by ring closure reactions and were both brominat­
ed to yield dibromide addition products (70, 71), according to 
the following reactions: 
(68) Stoeznoer and Calov, Ber., 54. 770 (1901). 
(69) Simonis, ibid.. 5^, TO (1901). 
(70) Simonis and Wensel, ibid., 53. 421 (1900). 
(71) Simonis and Wenzel, ibM., 33. 1961 (1900). 
• C1CH2G00H 
COOH 
Br 
Br(J-U 
freatment of the S-broraobenzofuran dibromide with aodiua 
ethylate yielded a dibroxnobenzofuran which brominated further 
to give a compoimd that is probably 2,3,5-tribromobenzofuran 
(71), fhis tribroraobenzofttran is unlike the isomer mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph, fomwd by the bromination of 2,5-
dibroBiobenzofaran, 
bromination of a. dihydro-derivative of benzofuran. 
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awcli as 2-meth.yl-2,3-dl]iydroT3enzofuran, orients the entering 
group in the 5- position. This was shown by the preparation 
of the product through ring closure synthesis (51), 
3-Phenylben2ofuran brominated to yielded a raonobroiso 
derivative whose bromo group la replaced by a nitro group 
throu^ the medium of nitrous acid. 3-Phenyl-5-methyl- and 
3-phenyl-6-methylben2ofuran also undergo this series of re­
actions (72), The work of Stoermer and Kahlert (67), who 
shtwed that a bromo group in the 2- position of bensofuran is 
easily replaceable by a nitro group, is accepted as evidence 
that this type has brominated to produce 2-bromo-3-phenylben-
zofurant, 
(72) Stoenaer, Ber,, 1853 (1911). 
CHCB. 
pyridine»HC1 
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Bromin® has no action upon l5en20furan-2-carh03cylic acid 
in ether or carbon disulfide, This compound also resists the 
polymerizing action of strong acids (7). 
The status of the chlorination products of henzofuran is 
even less advanced than that of broioination. Kraemer and 
SpiUcer (13) chlorinated benzofuran, and obtainwl a dichloride 
addition product which they treated with alcoholic potassium 
hydroxide to yield a monochlorobenzofuran, A similar compound 
was prepared by the action of phosphorus pentachloride upon 
benzofuz^an (66). I^ter workers did not check the constants of 
Kraeser and Spilker for their monochlorobenzofuran, but did 
obtain a dichlorobenzofuran as a by-product that checked fair­
ly closely the previous constants for the monochloro deriva­
tive (10), The decomposition of benzofuran dichloride by 
either distillation or alcoholic potassitun hydroxide gave the 
same product (10). 
CHCl ^ » 
CHCl ale. KOH^ CHCl 
G1 
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The action of alcoholic potaasitim hydroxide upon chloro-
"benzofuran in an autoclave yielded o-hydroxypheny lace tic acid 
as a principal product, and 3-keto-2,3-dihydrobenzofuran and 
3-ethoxybenzofuran were isolated in minor amounts (73). Riis 
suggests that the chlorobenzofuran is a mixture of the 2- and 
3- isomers, The two chlorobenzofuran isomers have been pre­
pared by syntheses related to that employed for 2-bromobenzo-
furan, and it has been determined that the authentic 2-chloro-
benzofuran yields only o-hydroxyphenylacetic acid upon treat­
ment with alcoholic sodium hydroxide (73). The two isomeric 
chlorobenzofursns, as prepared in this way, have approximately 
the same boiling points. 
ale. KaOH 
CHoCOOH 
C=0 0012 
distil^ 
CI 
(73) Stoerioer, Ann., 513. 79 (1900). 
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The addition of two atoms of chlorine to aionochlorobenaio-
furan, and the subsequent splitting of hydrogen chloride by 
distillation, yielded a product which is probably 2,3-dichloro 
benzofuran (10). 
fhe treatment of benzofuran dlchloride with a mild alka­
line reagent, such as aqueous sodium acetate, resulted in the 
formation of o-hydroxyraandelic aldehyde as well as chloroben-
zofuran. ®iis constitutes proof that the chlorine adds to the 
2,3- ethylenic linkage in benzofuran (73). 
The replacement of the chloro group by a nitro group in 
2-chlorobenzofuran, through the use of nitrous anhydride, did 
not succeed (67), 
Iodine does not react with benzofuran at ordinary tempera­
tures, and at hi^er temperatures the mixture decomposes (13). 
CI distill^ 
CHGl 
CHCl 
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Benzofurftn has been nitrated with concentrated nitric 
acid in acetic acid to give low yields of a mononitrobenzofuran. 
The isolation of 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzoic acid from the resi­
dues was at first considered evidence that benzofuran nitrated 
in the 5- position (74), 2-Hydi»oxy-3-nitroben2oic acid was also 
isolated, but these products may be accounted for by assuming 
the oxidation of benzofuran to salicylic acid and the subsequent 
nitration of this product to yield the two isomeric nitrosali-
cylic acids. TbB treatment of 2-bromobenzofuran with nitrous 
anhydride to yield the same nitrobenzofuran as prejmred by di­
rect nitration is considered good evidence that the nitro group 
is oriented in the 2- position (67), 
The reduction of 2-nitr0ben20furan with tin and hydro­
chloric acid resulted In the formation of o-hydroxyphenyl-
(74) Stoera^r and Richter, Ber,, 2094 (1887). 
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acetic acid, and the action of aqueous alkali yielded sali^ 
cylic acid (75). 
The nitrobromohenzofuran obtained by the nitric acid ni­
tration of bromobenzofuran (74) is identical with the nitro-3-
bromobenzofUran obtained by the t3?9atment of S-bromobenzofuran 
with nitrous anhydride (67). 2,3-Dibromobenzofuran has been 
nitrated to yield a nitro-2,3-dibroiaobenzofuran of unknown 
structure (10), 
2-Meti^yl-6-nitrobenzofuran was nitrated to yield 2-B»thyl-
5,7-dinitrobenzofuran, The identity of the product was estab­
lished throu^ ring closuire synthesis (25). 
(75) Stoeraier and Kahlert, Ber,. 55. 1640 (1902). 
COOH 
ICH2COOH 
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0 OH 0 CH2CCH3 HOg GH3 
HHO3 
-0 
HOg KOo 
0 
IO2 
OH 
0 
CHgCCH3 lOg 
] CH3 
The aetion of sodlTim agutlgam, in either alcohol or an 
alcohol'Mvater mixture, had no effect upon hensofuran (7, 65), 
A. large excess of sodium aiaalgam In an aqueous solution, how­
ever, reduced beaz0furan-2-carh03!ylic acid to 2,3-dlhydroben-. 
2ofUran-2«carl3oxyllc acid (7), The treatment of henzofuran 
with sodium, in alcohol, resulted in the forraatlon of 2,3odl-
hydrobensofuran and o-ethylj^enol (76), 
COOH CHCOOH 
StOB 
(76) Alexander, Ber.. 25. 2409 (1892) 
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'3^6 Ppiedel-Crafts reaction has not heen attempted with 
benzofuran, but the reaction of benasoyl chloride with dihydro-
bensofuran in the presence of alumizmm chloride appears to 
orient the entering gi^oup in the 5- position (77), The some­
what involved proof of this structure is also submitted (78). 
addition of hypochlorus acid to benzofuran to yield 
chlorohydroxydihydrobenzofuran has been reported (79), as has 
also been the formation of a mercurial addition product, of the 
(77) Sostaneolci, Lampe, and Marschalk, Ber., 5660 (1907), 
(78) Marschalk, Ibid., 1695 (1910). 
(79) Boos, ApothTTtg., §S» 153 (1908). /g.A.. g, 2845 (190827. 
Me2a04 
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foramlft CgB^O • 2 HgS04 • 2 HgO • HgO , t)y the action of a 
methanol solution of mercuric sulfate upon henzofuran (80), 
Strong sulfuric acid polymerizes toenzofuran. The action 
of concentrated sulfuric acid, in the presence of acetic an­
hydride, upon hensofuran contained in coal tar has been re­
ported to yield a henzofuransulfonic acid, l^e siilfonic acid 
was not isolated, hut was inmiediately converted to benzofuran 
toy hydrolysis with steam (19). Dihydrobenzofuran has been 
sulfonated with concentrated sulfuric acid to yield a sulfon­
ic acid of unknown structure. Derivatives were also made of 
this sulfonic acid (81), 
A rather interesting reaction of benzofurans character­
ized by a hydroxy group in the 2- or 3- position, is the ap­
parent addition of methyl iodide to the 2,3- ethylenic link­
age. fhis is another manifestation of the great reactivity 
exhibited by this linkage. An attempt to methylate ethyl 3-
hydroxy benzofuran-2-carboxylate with methyl iodide gave, a# a 
major product, ethyl 2-methyl-3-ketodihydrobenzofuran-2-car-
boxylate as follows {82): 
(80) Boea^i^P^TOj^ Z.tg,. ^6, 915 (1901), /ghem. Zentr.. ^ 2 II, 
(81) Boes, Agoth^Ztg.. IZ. ^ 22 (1902). yChem. Zentr.. 73 II. 
(82) Auwers, Ann.. 395. 338 (1912). 
'V COOEt 
I CHs 
— CssO 
COOEt 
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The U8« of dlaethyl sulfate as a methylating agent In this re-
aetion gave a major yield of the expected ethyl 3-niethoxyben-
softtran-2-carhoxylate (82), 
COOEt (CHg)g304 
mow. 
A alnllar reaction with the potassium salt of 2-hydroxy-3-
phenylbenzofuran yielded 2«keto«3,5-inethylphenyldihydrobenzo-
furan, aiwi the identity of the product was proved through ring 
elostire (38), 
OH 10-0=0 
^ I ^2304, 
HO-CCH3 
0=0 
c; CHa 
These z^actions can, of course, be explained on the basis that 
they are highly enolized ketones of the aceto-acetlc ester 
type. 
A stumnary of the nuclear orientation of benzofuran and 
derivatives reveals that amazingly little has been definitely 
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acco^rpllslaed along these lines at this time. 
It la evident that halogens first add to the 2,3- double 
bond of benaofuran and then splits hydrogen halides to yield 
2- and 3- substituted derivatives. The splitting of the di-
bromide through distillation yields 2-bromobenzoftiran, and 
through refluxing with alc<aiolic potassium hydroxide gives 
3«broaiobenzofuran. The orientation of further brominated deriv­
atives is not known. The boiling points of the 2»chloro- and 
3-chlorobenzofurans are so nearly alike that they have not 
been differentiated as products of the decoiapositlon of benzo-
furan dlchloride. The specific f^avity and index of refrac­
tion of these two isomers were not determined. 
Benzofviran probably nitrates in the 2- positicai. The 
proof is dependent chiefly on the reliability of 2«->bromobenzo-
furan as a reference compound, and the dependability of the re­
action replacing the bromo group by a nitro group. The product 
obtained by the reduction of the nitrobenzofuran is supporting 
evidence. "Rae fact that 2-sethyl-&->nitrobenzofuran orients a 
second nitro group to the 7- position is definitely established. 
Bedaction hydrogenates the 2- and 3- positions, 
Halogenation and Priedel Crafts reaction with dihydroben-
aofuran and derivatives orient the entering group to the 5-
position. 
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IXFERIMEHTAL PAEtT 
ppegar&tlQQ ot S«4-CQ^ssarla Dlbgoald# 
13ifi afidltioo of bromine to ooiBuwin was oarried out ao-
cojfding to the general procedure of Perkia {5) (6)* 
A solution of 146 g« (lyO mole) of comarin and X6d g* 
Cl«(^ inole) of It^omiae in 500 cc» of (3rj carbon disi^ide «as 
alloi^ to stand 12 hours at room tessporature and S4 hoizrs at 
4^« ^e oarbon disulfide solution vas decanted frm t^e solid 
mass of large c^^rstals and re-^ed as it wbm* The yields of 
c^ude 5^4»oot^arla dibroiaide, dried at 46®, and melting at 1Q^®» 
1€B®, ranged from to qmntitative* 
Rpeparatlon of Beasofuran*2-carboxylie Acid 
A* saliejlaldehyde aM etixyl brc^oacetate* 
k solution of 0»5 mole of sodim ethylate, prepared from 
11»S g, C0«5 g* &tm) ot sodium in 300 oc. of absolute ethanol^ 
ms if^^d In portions, with shaking, to a solution of 91 g« (0«& 
KOle) of aalicylsldfiiiyde and 83»§ g. (0,S isole) of ethyl bro^o-
aeetate in 600 cc* of absolute ethanol* At ^e oonclmlon of 
the addition tlie mixture was gently refliui^d 12 hours* A solu* 
tion of s# {0.35 g. attxa) of sodium in 300 cc, of absolute 
alcohol was add^, and the now strongly basic reaction mi3:tux« 
reflused an additional 3 hours* A solution of 30 g« of potassium 
hydroxide in 4(X> ec» of water was added and the alcohol slowly 
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diatlllod off. The residue was tapeated wltJi Horite, filtered 
hot, Gooledjr and aeidified* The dark^ oily i^oduct wsm ex-
traetad ndtli etOiery and the etiier extract extracted with 10^ 
sodiuja carbonate solution, fhe basic extract was Seated with 
Hopite and acidified. A crude yield of 51 g., 62.8^ of ttie 
t^cs^eticaly of ben20furan-2«^carboxyllc acid, alr«-drled at 45®, 
was obtained. Crystallization of tl» potassitaa salt once fro® 
20^ potassium h2?droxide solution, and once from ethanol, yielded 
a free acid selting at 192°-193®, 
B. Prom S,4-cotJiaarln dibromide* 
Tim general procedure followed in tJiia synthesis is tiiat 
based the 3o&thod of Pittig and BHSert (7). 
A suspension of 155 g. {0,5 KK)le) of 3,4-eotimrln dibrcmiide 
in 5CK) cc. of a 30^ potassiisa hydrc«ide solution was reflu»Bd 
four hours, cooled, filtered, and the resulting potassium salt 
dissolved in water, twated witdi Horite, acidified, and air-
dried at 45®. "Xields of crude benzofuran-2-oarboxylic acid, 
fflslting within a degree of 185°, were obtained from 00% of the 
theoretical to qiiantitative. The use of ^0 g» of 25^ sodium 
hydroxide solution, under the aam c<mditions, gave a yield of 
71.5^ of the t^oretical, for an average of six nms, of a s<sm-
what better product. The crude, air-dried product could be used 
in the preparation of the ester, but a crystallization frora 
et^ianol or benzene was necessary for the decarboxylation runs. 
Prepigation of Beagoftiran 
a). A mlxtia?© of 10 g» of beii2ofii2»an-8<-0ffl:»b0a:ylic acM and 
1 g» of coppep»bJ?ona© vm boated in a aaall distilling flask, 
by msm of a aoetal bath^, tintll no distillate wm obtaix»&d« 
I5se product whioh distilled over vas prinoipally the siibliaed 
acidy and a ecmsiderable amount of resin 3?estaiz»»d in the flask* 
b), A solution of 20 g. of benzofuran-S-earboxjlie acid in 
KX) cc« of coal tar base boiling at 140®-S10°/2Sihib» and one @paa 
of oopper«>bronze eatal^t vas distilled at at33K>s£^rlc ^eesoire 
up to S55®« "Kiis 1« the boiling point of Wq coal tar b£^es at 
atmosi^erlc pa^essure and no smt^plal distilled f^om the solution 
up to this point. 
c). An intiiaate irixture of 25 g« of benzofuran-2-^sarboxylic 
acid axid 50 g. of powdered oalcltim oxide vm l^ated in a dlstiU-' 
ing flask until no mar^ product distilled over* The distllljkte 
vas taksn up in ether, washed with 10^ sodium h;^oxide solution, 
dried over sodium sulfate, and distilled* A t^ieoretical 
yield of iManzofuran boiling at 170®-173® was obtained, ©ils 
procedu£^ wius in accoordanoe of general directions of Fittlg 
and Ebert (7). 
d). An intlmte mixture of 03 g. of benKofixran-S-carboxyllc 
acid, 20 g. of powdered calcium <»:lde, and one gram of coK>er-
bronze was heated in a smll distilling fliusk with a free flasie 
until distillation had eeiuied. Crude yields of 83^ to 9Z>% of 
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tl3»oretieal quantities of bensofuran vere obtained. ?fiB®hing 
witb 10^  sodium hydroxide solution, drying &mr sodltm sulfate, 
«ffid distillation at afaaospheric pres8Ui?e yielded a product boil­
ing at 167®-169®. 
T!bB picrate of this material was prepared by fixing hot 
solutions of 1»2 g. (0,01 nrole) of benzofuran In 10 ce* of al-
oohol, and 2.3 g. (0.01 of picric acid in ^  cc. of alcohol, 
and letting tbe laixture cool to rocaa t^n^jeratto'e* fhe long nee*» 
d3^8 which precipitated vei^ crystallized frm alcohol esd melted 
at 103®-104®. fhe picrate has been previously reported as laelt-
ing at 102® (10). If fee ta?o solutions were refluxed for a few 
jalaates before cooling, the mixture turi^d a yellow ^e&en color 
and the only mterial isolated wew a siaall asKiunt of \mreacted 
picric acid. The picric acid appears to axidize the benzofia»^ 
under these conditions* 
Reduction of Bengofta>an 
A* With sodium and ethanol. 
According te the general directions of Alejomder (78) for 
the reduction of bensofuran, a solution of 11«8 g» (0*1 bio3«) 
of bensofuran in 150 cc. of absolute ethanol was ti^ated with 
S3 g« (1*0 g. at«s&) of sodium in smll pieces. Bie mterial 
was kept at the reflioc tesa^jerature during the reduction. At 
the conclusion of tba reaction fee solution was diluted wife 
water ood the resulting oil allcnped to settle before being 
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resKnred by decaatatlon. Thia oil iraw ext^aetod with ather, 
waahed with water, dried oror sodiuai sulfate, and distilled at 
aiajK3sjd3«ric pressure. ^Ehe principi^ f3»action boiled at 169®-
1^®, aM was mostly •unreduced benaofiipan# A refufactiooaticm 
of the aaterial boiling above 185° yiel<5ted 1.5 g,, 12«5^ of the 
S6 
theoretical, of 2,S-dihyarobenzofuran boiling at 186°-188®, n^ 
1*545• A picrate, mde in l^e i;uiual mnner, and precipitated 
frcffi the alceholic reaction aiixttire wltti water, raslted at 76®-
77° after crystallizati<m fftm a waternalcohol fflixture. It is 
e7l<^nt that a g?n»at excess of sodiuia is necessary to cfuc'ry i^ls 
reduction to cxKapletlon. 
B. With hydrogen tmd platixsum-palladium eatalyst. 
fhe reduction of 11»8 g. (0»1 mle) of benzofuran in K) cc. 
of alcohol was carried out with hj^irogen in the i»*es©nce of 0*5 
g, of platinum oxide-palladitua oxi(te catalyst at 100° and ^  
lbs»/sq« in. pressure. Almost quantitative yields of 2,S-dlhyd2*o-
og 
benzofuran boiling at 190°-191°, n^^ 1.5375, ware obtained. This 
product is considerably purer than that obtained by the sodiiaa-
alcohol reduction of benzofuran. tSie picrate froa Mils staterial 
aslted at 76®-'77® after crystallization from an alcohol-watop 
mixture. A mixed melting point with the picrate of the 2,3-
dihydrobenzofuroti laade by sodluo-alcohol reduction of benzofuran 
showed them to be identical. 
G. With hydrogen and Haney nickel catalyst. 
A soluticm of 11.8 g. (0.1 nole) of benz<^uran in alcohol 
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wsji reduced with hydrogen in the presence of Eaney nickel 
eatal^t. A ppesaure of 2000 Ibs^/sq. in. at wm used* 
Tim theoretieal amcmnt of hydrogen to tosm perhydrot^nzofispan 
was talsen The alcohol and catalyst 1^02% removed azKi tim 
residue fractionated at atBiosjdieric presstire* An 85^ yield of 
material boiling at 169®-1TO® was obtained. Redistillation 
yielded a fraction with a characteristic and pleasant tei^ne 
25 
lilee odcar boiling at 171®-1?2°, 1^ 1,4635. 
1^. Calcd. for CqH;|^ Oi C,76.1Ss H,11.19, Foai^ i 
H, ll^ SO , 
boiling point of the benzofuran \aaed was l'K)®-171°, 
1.560 . 
Preparation of 2«S-Ben8ofur«n Dibrt^de. 
directions used in thia preparation were tiiofle siig^sted 
by Pittig and Ebert (7). 
A solution of 16 g. (0,1 laole) of brt^ne in 10 cc. of dry 
carbon disulfide was added to a solution of 11*8 g. (0«1 iziole) 
of benzofuran in 50 cc* of dry carb<ai disulfide at 0®. fhe 
bromins deeoli^ised am rapidly as it was introduced. Tkm clear 
solution was evaporated to dryness in a streaja of dry air to gitre 
a quantitati*i9 yield of large yellow crystals of crude 2y3*ben£0« 
furan difepoai*^ aelting at 55m crude mterial was imed 
to prepeu?e 2- and 3>>br(saobensofuz^« 
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Preparafeiem of 3«'Src«K>b»n2ofuraa 
Th& geiwtpal procedure tised f®? the preparation of 3-
br^aobenzofuran and 2obrofflobenzoftaram l^tae been outlined by 
Stoer^fflr and ISihlert (67) • 
a). A solution of 0»1 laole of crude 2,5-benzofuran di-
br<mi<i9, as sade in the preceeding preparation, and 25 g. (0*45 
moito) of potassium hydroxide in 150 cc* of absolute ethanol was 
alloimd to stand at 0® fotir hotirs and at roooi temp&T&tme 10 
hours, laie alcoholic mixture was wamsed to 60® fca? a few minutes 
l^fore steiai distillaticm. !2!he distillate precipitated a color­
less oil ifoich vm reiaoved by decauntation and steam distilled 
again* The distillate was extracted wit^ etl^r, dried over 
sodiiiffi sulfate^ and fractionated at atroosphsrio pressus:^* A 
14 g» yield, 71% of the theoretical, boiling at 218®-'gS0® was 
obtained* Biis material solidified z^adily in mt ice bath* 
b). An exactly sisdljtr rtm was except that i&m powdered 
2y3*4}enBofaran dibrorai^ was added in i^rtions to a hot solution 
of 25 g« of potassium hydroxide in W cc* of ^solute eth^ol* 
An 86.3^ yieM of 3-^roiaot^nzofuran was obtained in this ease. 
Pi^papation of g-Bro^bengofuran 
<toe-»tenta3. laole of crude dry bensofuran-2,3<-dibroraid6, 
prepared as described above, was distilled at atmospheric pressure. 
A Tigoroijs evolution of hydrogen bramide took place flffid tl» 
fflaterlal distilling at was taken, fhis distillate 
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vaa Siasolved in etiier, vashed with water^ 10^ sc^itim earbonate 
solution, again with water, and dided ov9T sodium sulfate, fhe 
ethei? iRas pemoired and the residue fn^eticmated at atnampherie 
preasui^. A 65^ yield of 2-brcsaobenzofupan» boiling at 2^®-
was obtained* 
Prenaratifm ef 2.g-4>ilaE*<»BC^engofta*ffia 
fhis mterial was sia^ ace<«>dii^ to tibe aynthesis outliz»d 
by Stoerjaer, Riehter, ai^ Gralert (10)» 
A soluti^ of 16*8 g. (0.086 laole) of 3*b:i»»aobensofuran «ad 
15*2 g, (0*095 mole) of iHPoroine in &0 cc. of dry carbon disulfide 
was gently refluxed 3 hours. A rigorous reaction took place. 
!Sie solvent, ai«a a sll^it excess of brcsaalne, were gently distilled 
the brcaainatlon prixiuct and tbB residiie fractioi^tdd at at-
s^9«pheric pressure. Hydrogen bro^de was evolved in considerable 
qt^citities. A crude yield of 19.5 g«, &S% of the theoretical, 
of 2,S-dilM?oiaobenzoftiran boiling at 260®-270® was obtained. 
\ Redistillation, after washing with 20^ sodium hydroxlcie solution 
and water, yielded a product boiling at S66®-867°. 
Attempted Preparation of Bengofuran-S-earboocylie Acid Prom 
g«BF<»8qtbengofuran 
a). An att^^t to prepare a Origoard reagennt was mde in 
the usual way from S g. (0.01 stole) of 3-bromdbemofuran soad 
one g. of o<^per-HaBasr»sii3aa alloy in 50 cc. of dry ether. A 
reaction apparently took place, t^ou^ not readily* lodii:^ was 
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decoX!03?l&^ isxatedlatel^y but no color test vsm obtained. A con-
ai<ferable amoant of wMt© precipitate was tormd in tbe solutioii* 
A few drops of n-butyl l^omide iias a^U»d to the reaetion and al­
lowed to reaet for a few minutea at the refluxiRg tea^ratta*e of 
e^l^r* So color test was obtained from this solution eltJa^r, 
though reagimts were ohscked* !!3ie solution was allowed to 
reflux two hoiirs, and poured on solid earbon dit^de* ffihen the 
reaetion had ceiu»edjp water mad 10^ sodium h^drcxside was addedj, 
and the 80luti<m filtered and separated* fhe solid material was 
es^aoted with hot 5^ sodium h7drQ:slde solution end the alkaline 
extraots eorabined^ concentrated, and acidified. Ko precipitate 
appe cored* 
b). An intimte mixtiire of S g. (0#015 mle) of 3-br<^-
benzofuran and 5 g, (0.028 mole) of ei;^rous CTanide heated 
at the reflux teiaperatxsre 5 hows* At the coaelusion of this 
tises the reaction products had bect^ a solid mass. Tkud material 
was brobdn up mkd reflu2»d with a solution of 20 g* of potassi\m 
hsdroiKide in 100 cc» of e^anol for 8 hours. Ttm product was 
filtered, steam distiUedir and the residt;® of ^le steam distill" 
ation treated with Horite. Acidification yielded no appreciable 
js'oclpitate. 
c). A mixttiro of 2 g» (0.01 mole) of 3-1:a?tMSK3benzofuran, 
2 g. of potassitm c;yanide, 1 g. of ctiprous cyanide, 5 cc. of 
etlianol, and 5 cc. of water was heated 10 hours in a sealed tube 
at 195°~^)S®» She product ws® refluxed with alcoholic potiMssium 
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h^paroxlde iiewpal hours and tbs alcohol distilled off. fhs 
aqiui®ous solution isas tx»eated with Horite ai^ acidified, A 
minute yield of a thick oil appeared which soon hapdeiwd to 
a gunany staas* It was not inirestigated furthsr* 
Att^pted Piropaayation of Benzofugan»8»^arb<Hcyllc Acid Fgqa 
g-BrcaiobenzoftEPaa 
A Grlgnard rea^nt was att«s^ted in the usual amnner frcaa 
4 g» C0«02 mole) of S*bx>ciffiiobenzofta*an and 1 g. of 40-^ zsesh 
laagmssiuia, plia a ^ystal of iodino, in 50 cc» of dry ©th©p» 
No apja*eciabl® I'eacticm took place, Tim solution was i^fluxed 
24 hours, but no color test was obtained at the conclusion of 
this time. A Grignard 3*ea08nt was prepared frcaa 2»75 g, (0.02 
mole) of n»butyl bromide and 1 g» of laagnesiim turnings, and 
added to the solution* fhis Mxti^?® was refluxed S4 hours 
and oarbmated with gaseous carbon diocdlde at -15° to an ah^ 
sence of the color test* Woe reaction was worked up in 
usual WSJ, but no carboxylic acid was isolated* 
Atteaaated Preparation of 8*Aiginol»nzofuran 
A mlxtvtrm of 2 g* (0»01 mole) «f 2-»broiaobenzofuran, 
4 g* of euj^ous br<Mide catal^^t, and 15 oc» of concen­
trated assQonit:^} h7dro3£i<^ was heated in a seal^aid tube at 
196® « 205° for 9 hours* ®be prodiost was extracted with 
et^r, and ether ejstract dried over sodlust sulfate* 
Saturation of the extract with dry hydrogen chloride did 
not yield a precipitate* Arcanatic amii» hydrochlorides 
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0^ insoluble in ether f&nm mde in this jE'ashion* 
AttSBLptea PreiMKrstiort of S^Aalaobengofursai 
ka exaetl^sr sisdLlar reaction t^t in the pc>eeeedlng par&~ 
gra|& wm run, using 2 g» (0.01 laole) of s-brcajjobensoft^an. fhe 
saias s^i^ti've results were obtaii:»a« 
Atteispte^ loaiimtion cet Bensofuraai 
a). A adbcture of 11#8 g, {0*1 stole) of benzofuran, 14 g. 
(0.11 510348) of ic^]E»9^ 21»7 g* {0»1 fflole) of yellow iiereuric 
QSiLi^, md 200 e©» of 77°-105® petroleum etl^r was reflu^d ^ 3 
siinutes* At the eonolxision of this tirae thi iodine oolor was 
^3ne tvmi the solutlfm* The loixtwe mm fXltrnmA, snd sol-
usent dried si^ distilled» A quantitative yield of benzoftarfiaa 
ims reeovered and no STidenoe of an ic^inated prc^u^t obtained. 
Pet^oleuEi eth^ takes up iodine fairly i^adily uoiuter these oondi* 
tions* 
b ) .  A susi^nsion of 21.7 g. (0»1 m»le) of yellow isierourie 
i»Eide in a solution of 1X.3 g« (0*1 Kole) of t^nsofursm enA 14 g* 
(0.11 ffiole) of iodine in 2<X) cc. of dry carbon tetraohlc^i^ was 
roiO-uaeed 3 hours, fhe suspension was filtered hot, asid ^ 
filtrate washed with ^ ii(»9ulfate solution and dried sodim 
sulfate* 'Bio soli^nt was r^iO'9«d and ppoduot fraetiomted at 
rediye«d pressure. A 55% reeotery of bensofurmn was issde. Deecmi^-
position, aeoorapanied by the distillation of iodine vapors, took 
plaoe wl:@n an attes^t vm mde to distill tim residue at 18 
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%»ta3Jitlon of ^nasoftgan 
a)» A floXution of 5.9 g» (0.06 maJm) of bensofUTMi In 50 
of dry di03Cgusie was x^fluawd 58 houro with 0.7 g» (0.1 g» 
«tom) of Ht&im in aasiill pieoes. Ho eolor test wm obtaliaed 
at title oomliisloQ of this tiiae and no evidence of reaetion was 
xiotlcaahlatt 
h). A aoltttlon of n-butyl-lithiiBB w«« |a?epa3?od in th® tssiml 
iWBa»©r from 27.4 g. (0.2 mole) of n-lmtyl hroBilde laid g. 
(0.44 g. atom) of a»tallic lithlim in 150 c«. of dry ether. To 
i^e solutlom mem added U.S g. (0.1 stole) of benzoftxi^ aii in *fQ 
oe. of dry eWmr* A reaction took place iamtsedlately, acocsiQpi»iied 
by Mie evolution of ga«. slightly eolored solution was re-
fluaoed IS hours and carbonated with solid e&rb(m dioxide* fhe 
prodiict was extracted with irater to which had bwn added ^  ce. 
ot 10^ sodii:^ hyt^oacide solution* alkaline extract was 
separated^ treated with Horite, and acidified. *016 product 
®9lt©d at 18S®-186®|^ and 47.6J^ of t&e t^oretleal yield was ob­
tained* fli® staterial was purified by erystallixatlon of the 
potassixaa salt tr<m 85^ ethanol# A aelting point of 1^.5® was 
obtained fcr the £r«e acid, A mixad melting point with autlMintlc 
bensofuran-S'-earboKylie acid was not (^pressed* 
Acet?3jatl^ of Bengofuran 
^n and iNro^tenths grasis (0»1 i&ole) of lusetic anhydpide was 
added dropRdse to a wtH stirred solution of 11.8 g* (0*1 woIa) 
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of IboQZofnran and S^«B g. (0*2 molo) of stannic ehloridte in 
100 cc« of dZ7 1»enzene. addition caiised solution to 
reflvix gontlj and dia*lsRn to a eomiderable oxtent* flu» i^xtora 
vas gently reflusrod 5 hours at tiss eonclusion of the addition 
aixd poured on craeked ico* Ether ims i^ded and the 
la:s«r separated. ?he solvent sdxture was vasl^ d tiriee viMi 10% 
sodiim hjdrtscide solution, once vith rater^ and dried oirer anhy-
droiui sodiim sulfate* I!he solvent was reimjived and the s^sidue 
fractionated at reduced pressure* The material boiHi^ at ISS®-
1S4®/3^5 Bffii, irei^hyed 4*9 g,, S2.6^ of the thec^ticalj^ ^ad solidi­
fied when eooled to rocaa teiaperature. It aelted at 72® after 
tiro erystallisations from petroleim ether* 4 sdssed suiting ^int 
of t^is material vith authentic 2-^cetylbensoftiren, i»r»e|»red ac-
ea?ding to the directions of Stoenaer (12)^ shoved them to be 
identical* 
Qgidation of S-Aoetslbengofuran 
As a^itional orientation eTidenoe, S-aoetylbenzofia^ mm 
ox:idised to bensofuran-S'-carboxylio aeid. 
A solution of 4.75 g. (0»0375 aiole) of iodine in ce. of 
potassim iodide soluticm was added to a solution of 2 g* (0*01^ 
BKsle) of 2-<«6et7ll:»nzofuran, by the aeetylatiim of benso<-
fmmip in 20 ec* of 10^ sodium hydrcoci^ soliiti<m and SO oc. of 
dioscane* Bie iodine solution was added at room ten^rature« in 
portions, as fast as it was decolorized, fhe reaction was ccii»-
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lit 60** • fhe sdxture was mad© strongly l:«8iG at the COTt-
plot ion of reaction vith ^  ce. of XQ% sodium hydro^side 
solution and cooled, ffii® aajor p«a»tion of the precipitated 
iodoform was reraowd by decantation and the sui^raatant liqttid 
e^idified* fhe resulting sdlky liqxiid was extracted vith etl:»a»r« 
The ether solution was vashsd with sodiim thiosulfate soluticm^ 
irater, finally idth 5^ sodium hydrc^side solution se-^eral 
tiaes* allsaline extract iras treated with Borite and acidi­
fied, A 0»45 g. yield, 22*2% of the l^oreticaly of henzofuran-
S~carbo3;ylie acid vas obtained* Crystallisation of potassiua 
salt of talis acid alcohol gaTO a product ifcieh salted at 
191®*192® as the free aeid« A ntixM melting point of this product 
with authentic l»nzofurfflu«2-»carbaxylic acid was depressed. 
Attempted Sulfoaatioa of Bensofureai 
a), fwel-9® and ei^t-teni^ graaa {0*11 laols) of chloro-
sulfonic asid was added, dropwise, with stirring, at 5° to 10®, 
to a soluti<m of 11*8 g. (0.1 mle) of benzofuraa in *3^ cc» of 
dry earbcm tetrachloride. At the coi^letion ttse addition 
the mixture wfi» stirred at S5° for S hours* A considerable 
quiaitity of hydro^n chloride was evolved. Tbs imishy fflixture 
was poured on esi^ked ice, aM the carbon tetrachloride l^y^ 
separate. *Bm residue was digested wi^ 1»6 liters of water, 
tTOated with Korite, and mutralised with bariusi carb<Hiate* 
"Bm product was extracted thcscou^iXy wi'^ hot water and 
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filtratj® «Tapopat©d to drynoaa* A 12 gji*am JI0M of vm 
dbt&lmd* This waa not bonzoftjpansulfonie acid as atterapts to 
prepar® tb© ^ -toliildlde and atilfonyi dorivatiiros failed 
©osmpletaly# 
b)« A run Q3£actl7 sisdlar to a) vaa e:sc#pt that 200 
ec* of eapbous tetpaohlorld© «as usad a solvent and tb© reao-
tioa *a« ran at 0® to 5®. fbe aqueous la^er mm s«pa3?ated from 
tSa# eas^bon tatp«shloplde aa usml and Iraaedlataly asutrallaed 
with bapliBS o^l>ojaat». Eb© product waa well ex^acted wltk hot 
imtar aoid the aolutlcm evaptxratad alsK^t to dr^ss. A saasO.! 
aaooant of p3?©eipltat® appoarod, solution wm fe?aafc©d wltfc 
^ust aaough sulfuric acid to precipitate th© barium, aM s^po-
rated carefully to dr:^ss« ®Wi resldt» mm mgXigt'bl&, 
c). A similar reaction ims atteapted at -10® in tha praa-
enca of 15 cc« of acatic anh^^ide, Ww product vaa atlrrad at 
ipoom temperature an ^ our at the eomplatitm of the addition of 
to© chlsn^oaulfonio acid and poured u^on cracked iee« !!!%te a<»tic 
acid ma reamvmd bj steam distiUaticoi after the carbon tetra-
chlca?'ide la^^ Imd been separated. ^I!3ie i^sldue of tixe steam 
distillation was concentrated to a iBmall voIub^ and cooled. Ho 
precipitate appeaared. freatment with barium carbonate in the 
usual smxoier yielded no soluble barium salt* 
d)* A solution of 10 ce« of concentrated sulfuric acid in 
13 GGm acetic anhjrdrlde waa added, at •lO® to -15®, to a solu­
tion of 11*8 g« (0«1 mole) of banaoft;QPaii in 55 cc« of acetic 
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At the coneltislon of tbs addition the siixtiire was 
poiirod upon eraeked ice and th<a?oughly extracted with ethex** 
aqueous solution was concentrated and cooled. Mo precip­
itate was for3s»d» The acetic acid was reiaotred by steast dis­
tillation and the residue concentrated again. Ho precipitate 
ap^ared upon cooling* 
Pi^paration of Benzofuran«*2Hiulfonic Acid 
a)* A solution of n-butyl-lithiua was prepared in the 
usual mmrmr trma 1S*7 g» (0.1 mole) of n-butyl bromide 
1#46 g» (0«21 g- atom) of lithium in 125 cc. of dry ether, 
and filtered into a solution of 5*9 g. (0.05 stole) of benzo-
fiiritti in 100 cc» of ether# fhe latter soluticm was refluxed 
gently 12 hotiz^^ cooled to -18® and sainiratad with dry sulfur 
dic^i^ @BUi to an absence of color test* ®e et3:«>r solution wiui 
pot^d upon craclosd ice^ laade basic with 10^ sodium hydrojcide 
solution, and ths layers separated, mqmous layer was mode 
str^gly basic with 30 g« of potassium hydroxide and t^ated 
with 10^ potass itttB penaanganate solution until tUae color per­
sisted* The solution was decolorized with alcohol, filtered 
hoty acidified with sulfuric wsid, ar^ neutralized with barium 
carbonate* fhis laateriali, when worked up in ttsual way, 
contained no soluble barium salt* As pot^sium permngf^te 
cosspletely and easily oxidizes benzof\iran-2-earboxylic acid in 
a basic solution, it probably also (»E:idi£es cosi^letely any 
henzotiir&naulfonio mold that is formad» 
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b}» A flinilar nan was mde^ with the esK^sption that tl»! 
p^eipitate resulting from the tosatseat of the 2-hensofuryl-
lithiiaa with sulfur dioxide was filtered tnm the etli«r solu­
tion, dissol'ved in water, and oocidised with &n excess of 30^ 
hydrogen pepoxide. l!he product was iMsiled with Kca*lte, filtered 
hot, cooled, and concentrated# A 0»7 grim grisM of henzofuran-
2osulfonic aeid as pearl;^ flakes vm recovered upon cooling. An 
extraction of the ether filtrate with a basic solution, oad sub-
se^iuent c^datlcm of the basic extract with hspdrogsn peroxide, 
gaiFe a 2 g« ^ield of ^ e same mtexdal upon acidifieaticm, con-
centraticm, and cooling. The total ^ield ajoounted to 27,4% of 
the theoretical, the preparatiosi of the £-toluidld& of this 
aeM fr<»a 0»7 g. of «!iis product «ad 1 g« of ^ -toluidine hjdro-
^tiloride in &0 cc. of hot water yielded a deriiratlire mlting at 
188®-189'' after crystallisation fr«»» hot water* 
Ai^l. Calcd* for B, 4*55 . Found: H, 4.S1 • 
Attempted liBreuration of Bengofin»an 
a). A solution of 11,8 g* {0.1 laole) of bensofin?an aad 31.8 
g. (0*1 mle) of mTQw^lc acetate in cc. of ethanol was kept 
at S0®-4D® fer 10 hours. At the conclusion of this ti®» a quantl* 
tatiw yield of laercurous acetate was recovered. ©» alcc^olle 
filtrate was concentrated to 100 cc. and ICK) cc. 10% sodiust 
hydroxide solution added. mixture was st^am distilled until 
the condensate ease over clear, ^e residue was filtc^red a^ 
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acidified, A bm&vj hrmm oil resulted* fhe appeftranoe of this 
alkali soluble organic compound, and tiie presence of the ®ercurous 
acetate, aug@B«ta the oxidation of tbe bensofuran nuclevts by this 
reagent# ' 
b). A suspension of 5*9 g, (0*05 aiole} of bensoftD?»n in ft 
s o l u t i o n  o f  3 ^ * 5  g *  ( 0 « 0 5  a o l e )  o f  l a e r e u r i o  c h l o r i d e  e y o d  2 7 g .  
(0*2 i!»3le) of sodium acetate in SOO cc« of water was sha^n 5 
days at room teisparature* At the conclusion of this tisie no 
ia»eclpitate had fojrased and the benzoftiran was :^coi7ered* 
Eaterific&tion of Bengofuran-»8-carbooEylic Acid 
^is in^stigaticm was siade in an effort to detei^dne the 
most con'renlent method of preparing the large iewjunts of ester 
meded in t£Ms following reactloxis, 
a)# Tmo gpmm of pure benzofuran-S-carboxylic acid was 
treated with a sli^t excess of diasoe^t^bane in etaaer. The 
ethsr solution was filtered and eTaporated to drymss* ®ie re­
sulting white crystals of laethyl ben20furan-»S-carbQxylate zaelted 
at Mo*S5®. 
b). A ialxti£pe of 20 g. {0»125 mole) of ben»ofuran»S-©ar-
bcxxylic acid, S.g g# (©•IS laole) of sodltia hydroxide, Mid 18»7 
g. (0,3s mole) of dix^thyl sulfate in 200 ec« of wat€^ wiust stade 
by adding the dimethyl sulfate slowly to a solution of the other 
reag^its at 10®. fhe mixture weui refluaosd S h^irs and allowed 
to eool. A small yield of aiethyl benEofta?an«2-carbaxylate 
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8Q3i.difled« material was i<3tontifi«d by e^saparison wl^ 
til® siethyl b&i2Zofa7an*'2<»eaz^oxyIate psreparod in a). Acidifi­
cation of the basic irosidta rosultod in an almost quantitative 
recovoFy of benzofuran-S'-carboxylic acid. 
c)» A solution of 25 g, of crude t^naofuran-E-carboxylic 
acid in 2£K> cc. of absolute etdhanol was satiu*atH»d witb. dry hy­
drogen chloride at 0® and heated to gentle reflux for mm hotep# 
fhe solution was poured upon cracked ice, and tlie resulting pre­
cipitate filtered out. !Riis product was dissol-^ed in ether, 
washed with sodiua carbonate solution, and dried over sodium 
sulfate* Distillation at ataicmpheric pressure ga^ an 80^ yield 
of ethyl bensofuran'-B-carbooEylate boiling at 278®-280®. Fail^ire 
to heat the satupa'tod hydrogen ehl<^ide solution of iskse acid and 
alcohol reduced the yields. &£ttller yields were also obtained 
idtien larger runs were tried ^is siel^od. 
d). A solutitm of 25 g. of crude ben2ofuran-2»c«pboxylic 
acid in ^  ce. of absolute etdtianol and ^  cc. of concentrated 
sulf^ic acid was ^ntly refluzed 10 hours, fhe brownie solu­
tion we^ poured upon cracksd ice maO. the resulting precipitate 
dissolwd in e^ ber. The ether extract was washed with 10% 
sc^iuia carbonate solutimi and water, and dried o?er sodium 
sulfate. Distillation at atssiospl^ric p^essxtre ga's^ a ^.5^ 
yield of et^yl benzofuran-2-carbo*ylate boiling at 278^-280°. 
A recovery of about 15% ot ths tmchanged acid was imds tl^oug^ 
jB^idification of the sodiuai caTbonai^ extract. Htms of KK) g« 
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of ftcid were suocessfolly carried out by this xiethod in 
about i^is yisld. 
Catalytic Rsd\tsti<m of Eltol Bengofuran«2-ei>rb0xylate 
fhe h^drogemtion of 19 s» (0*1 mols) of ethyl benzofurmt-
2~oarbacylats in othanol^ in the presenee of laney i3lGlml cat-
was attsiaptsd at ^00 Ibs./sq in* and 215°. Ho appt^oia*-
ble «s»9unt of hydrogen was taken up. Tvonty-fiipe ce« of deea-
hydrona^tl»^ne was added and ths ale<^l re^rviid« Biis solu­
tion was tz^atsd with hycSrogsn at 51CK5 lbs«/sq. in» Mid gTS®-
gK)®. Ho hydro^sn was tai»n up. A 91^ reoorory of ei^yl 
bsnzofur«m«2-efl^bo3ylats was imde* 
Att«anted BgNGadm^tiqaa of Bci»ofta*an-*2-oarb<agrlie Acid 
A of 3*1 g» (0*C^ nolo) of l^nsoftiran-^-
carboxylio aeid azid 8«& g. (0«0©5 siolir) of 1sp<mine in 100 cc. 
of dry earb<m tetrachloride was refltosed ^  hoia?8. A pia^h of 
iron povdetr was added as a catalyst ax»S the ^ flusing ctimtinised 
fc^ hours* At the conclusion of this tiiw a gx^at deal of 
the bensQftiran»2-earboxylic scid was still in suspension* A 
few crystal# of iodine and cc. of glaeial ftcetie aeid was 
abided md the reS:Xvcs±i^ oontinueHl for an additicmal ^  hours* 
Boreaoted hropdm ws still present in the solution at this tlm. 
reaction Mixture was heated @ently until the brozEdLi^, iood 
mert of tli» solii^nt,. had been r«moired. fhe r«s»inder was diluted 
wit& water« extracted with e^er^^ tmd tlie ether extracted wit^ 
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10^ sodlm Ijydroxld© solution. Acidification of the aUsalia® 
axl^ct yioldted a quantitative reoovadpy of i^for# honzofurffiQ-
B-HeaptKscylie aeld mltXios at Cx>3«tiU.li2ati<m 
dilut# ^ etio acid and a mixed i»lting point with authantio 
acid W8^ tha raaans of identiflGation used« 
^oaalmtl<m of Efeyl ^ agofarag''g'»eaybgxirlata 
Jk solution of 9«5 g. (0«05 stole) of ethyl ben20ftiraa<»8* 
capb^sylate^ 8.8 g. {0#0S6 isole) of la?o®ii», B.mk a piach 
iron poiider in ^  cc. of glacial luetic acid was refluxed until 
the OTolution of bq^drogen brcaoQide ^aaed* fhe x^action was 
fairly rapid* Ttm laixture was poured upon ice and made stroj^ ly 
Imslc with sodiiffli hydroxide, ifhe basic solution was r©flu»®d 
4 hoars, i^?eated with Borite^ and eoncent^ted until a ppeoip-
itate formed in the hot solution. Cooling precipitated a 55^ 
yield of eri»3e soditJEi 5<>br(:»m>ben2ofuran'-So«arbo9cylate. (Sie 
free acid aelted at 190®-^0°. ®ro crysl^fcllizatio!^ of the 
sodiup salt from sodium hydrcxide, and fmar crystallisations 
of thB Sres acid from ethanol raised the :meltii^ point to 2S4®-
255°. A ai3»d raelting point of this material with authentic 
5«ta?c3aaoben3Sofuran-2-carboxylio aeld ^^caped no depres sicm. fhe 
authentic deriwtive was pz^pac^ bol^ fro® S,6-difepoffi©-
cotaaarin of Perkin {6) and by the action of S-lHPcraKmalicylic 
acid upon eidhtyl brc»a^ eetate. Stoenasr (10) also prepared 5-
brci80benzofuran*2*oarboxylic acid by inaction of 5«la*c^©-
salicylaldehyde and chloracetic acid. 
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Aa att»iopt to dibpwfflinat® etbyX benzofupan«2-ea2^boa;ylat« 
in the 8hov« iising tvo and oi^-half equivalents of 
"fcHPoiainst, pesultsd in a product wMeh wm isolated 12^ 
yields of 5-l»fo®iob«nzofi»3*an-2-oa^boxylie acid. 
P3?eparation of 5*Brc»gohengofuran»2«>carhe«ylic Acid 
A solmticm of sodiism ethyl&te^ pz^pa£*ed from 2*3 g» {0«1 
g. atom) of sMivm is 75 cc» of ahsolute ethanol, was added to 
a wll stix^EHKi solutiosi of 13«1 g* (0.09 stole) of 5-hroBios8Lli-
eylalde^y!^ «eid 16#? g. (0*1 laole) of ethyl taN3(moaeetate in 150 
c©* of absolute ethanol, axid fehe solution i^fluaed 8 hou3?s« To 
Ittie Exm acidic solution an additiostal 0,065 z»>ls8 of sodiim eth-> 
yljite was added and x^efluxing eontin^d two hoxxrs* A solu­
tion of 10 g* of potassium hydi?mide in 1(K) oe« of water was 
mdidmd a£Ki ^be alcohol distilled off slowly^ fhe product was 
acidified a«d the resulting crystals filtered out* MLs i»*sanie 
acid was eoxrrerted to the potassium salt by addition to an al-
ccholic pote^slum h^^oside solution* ^e potassiuia salt wfui 
filtered from tim cold solution, acidified, and crystallised 
trmt el^anol# A 6*5 g* yield, 25^ of the theoretical, of 5-
br«»i»3^nzofi^im*2-4iarboxylic acid, laslting at 254®-2§6®, was 
obtained* 
gitration of Eiabtyl ^ngofxiran-g-carb^acTlate 
f»enty-fitN» cc« of fui^ng nitric acid was addsd dropvise, 
with stirring, to a solution of 19 g, (0»1 mole) of ethyl benzo-
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and 20 ec» of eoneentfated sulfuric acid 
in SO cc« of glacial acetic acid at 70°-80°. At conclusion 
of tIsB addition tiie fixture was stirred SO rain, at and 
poujped on crackM ice* Tlie supeimatant liquid was decanted 
fjfom tl^ resulting semi-solid mss^ aaS tlie prodiict extrac^d 
with ethsr and 10^ sodium carhozm^ solution, fh© ethyl S-nltpo-
bensoftQ*an-2-carboxylate was not appreciably soluble in either 
reagent* Crystallization of this product from ethanol gave a 
21*2^ yield of product aelting at 1S2®-15S®» This agrees witai 
<aie laelting point of Dey and Row {^) for ethyl 5-nit^obenso-
furan-S-ciapbQacylAte as ^?epared by a di^erent aiethod. 
Acidification of the sodium carb<»iate extract a 19,3^ 
yield of crude 5-nitrobenzofuran-2»carboxylic acid. Proa the 
ether extract wbb obtained an alkali insoluble mterial melting 
at ?0°-2i0S®. Ho fraction of a definite aelting point was iso­
lated tPim this material* 
hydrolysis of 0.5 g. of ethyl 5-niteobenzofta?an-2-
ci^boxylate was carried out with 50 cc» of 10^ sodiu® hydroxide 
solution* Ttm solution was gently war^d until the solution was 
clear, cooled, and the restilting precipitate filtered out. fhe 
sodiiim salt wsm dissolved in irater and acidified. A quantita­
tive yield of 5-nltaPol»nzofuran-2-carb<Mcylic acid, as ctescribed 
by I^y and Row (S^), was obtained, aelting at 274°-275° aft^r 
^ystallization trcm hot water. A s^Lxed Bieltlng point avowed 
tdiem to ho identical. 
Oxidation of E^yl 5~Hltrobe3agoftgio:^2'-<^agbogCTlate 
A STZspe^ioa of 0*5 g* of ethyl 5»Bd&r^benzof{2ran-2-
oarbiscylate in a solution of 5 g« of sodiuES l:^;K3i>c»clde in 30 
oc» of water was gently heated until solution was clear. 
*Stm basie solution was oxidized with 5% potassium peni^nganate 
solution until no more deeolcKrIzation took place. The ndstu^ 
was filtered hot and the filtrate acidified* Crystallisation 
of the product from hot water ga-ro a qtiantitative yield of 5-
nltrosalicylic acid lasltlng at 227'*''22Q°» A mixmd. i^ltlng point 
wi^ an authentic si^ciiaen «as the laeans of identification i^ed. 
Reduction of Eth?l S-Hltrobengofi^Mi-g'-'carbozylate 
A solution 3.5 g, (0*015 Eiole) of ef^iyl s-'nitspot^nzo-
^iran^S^arbocK^late In 10 ce* of e1^ti«Qol was redt^d wi^ hydrogen 
in tl^i presence of Ummj nickel catal^t at 45 lbs«/sq* In. and 
1(X>'='. calculated amount of hydrogen was quickly^ talosn ^p. 
fhe eafmlyst was filtered teom the solution, ether added to the 
alcc^oUc filtrate^ and the mixture saturated with dry hyOrogen 
chloride# A yield of crude ethyl 5-aiainoibenzofuran-2* 
carboKylate hydro^iopide was obtais^d* !Hie crude laaterial was 
crystallized from 2K hydrochloric ascld to yield 5-aiainobenzofuran-
S'-carboxylic acid liQ^t^pochloride laelting at 253°» 
Anal» Calcd. f&r CgHg^KClj H, 6.56 . Fomid: M, 6.57 . 
la® preparation of 5-ajainobenzofupan-2«earboxyli0 acid hy­
drochloride by another aiethod has been described (22), but no 
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constant or stalls are given. 
Atteigpfeed Ff^mgation of 5~KltgobeKJ5&fqyan*g*<ttgbcaEylio Mid 
A solution of 30.5 g. (0*18 loole) of ethyl brc^oaeetate In 
WO cc. of absolute alccfeol was added to a Bx®pen»icai of SS g. 
(0.175 Kiole) of sodium 5-nitiPoaalicylaldoli^® in 300 ce» of 
e^olute alex^ol, and the Mxttxsre ^fluscsd until no Icmgi^ basic 
to |)^nol]^t^lein« A solution of 0«15 iiB>le of sodium etliyljite 
In 150 ee» of absolut® etl^tnol *aa added end tlie ref luxlng eon-
tinwd 4 houi^# At the conclusion of time a solution of 
g« of potassim hjrdroxlde in 000 cc» of water was added and 
the alec^ol distilled from the solution slowly* The alkaline 
solution was conoentapated^ cooled, and filtered, fhe precip­
itate was sc^ua 5-nifePosalloylal(^hyde* The fllfepate was acidi­
fied, the s€»diu}s salt made of Mxe product» and the soditaa salt 
eryatallized once ttom water. A yield of 1»9 g« of product 
sjBlting at a5S®-206® wm obtained. Crystallization of this prod­
uct £rom dilute acetic acid raised the melting point to 2^°-
226®, and a sdjsed awltlng point with S-nita*osalicylie acid shaved 
Wmm to be identical. 
Preparati<% of 5«l^<»ao~6«'nitgoeogasigrin 
a). Ihe l^oiaination of 9.5 g. (O.OS sH^le) of 6-nitrocou-
mrin in ^K) cc. of glacial acetic acid witsh 8.2 g. (0#051 laole) 
of te*caaine failed to give any lH?c»ainated product, and a 90% 
recovery of S-nHa^oeom^epin was saade. 
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h)m A solution of 19 g. (0.1 laole) of 5-*iiltro©ouaffitrin and 
27*6 g. (0.11 sa>le) of la*om3jM» in W ce, of carbon tetrachloride 
was }3»at®d is a sealed tub© at 166° for 6 hours* Tim crystalline 
product waa crystallized twice fp<m glasial a^^tie acid to yield 
21.5 g., of t3ae theoretical^ of 3-l»fOHi0-®«nitrocoumrin 
siting at 215®. fliia mterial has powsTiously prepared fey 
the nitratioaa of S-broffiocouafflrin (82). 
Aoet-Flaticaaa of St&Tl Beng<:^\a?^m»^*-^arbo3nrlate 
Ele-reu aaid ei^t-tenths gram (0.15 sole) of acetyl chlor­
ide was adj^d rapidly to a well stirred solution of 19 g, (0»1 
Biole) of ethyl benz0furati-3<>carb03Eylate emS. ^  g. {0.15 iK>le) of 
aiihydrcHMi aluaiiiiiaB c^orlde in 100 ec. of dry oarbcm disulfi*^. 
At the eonelusioG of the addition^ the xoixture vas heated m the 
steam Mth 4 hours ai^ the carbon disulfide ®ie residue 
was hydroly^d witati an ice-dilute hydrochloric acid lalxtuiNa and 
extrac^ d with ether. Tbe etber extract was thorou^ ily wa»hi&& 
«dth IC^ soditm iiq^droxitte solution and water> and dried mmr an­
hydrous scNiium sulfate, ether was remved aM the residue 
fr^ctioziiated at reduced pressure. A 14.6 g. recorory of tmehEmged 
ethyl benzofuran-g-earboxylate was made, and a prc«luct boiHog 
at 184®/S m&m o^taiz^d. This is a *t5% yield of etfciyl 5-a©etyl-
bemofaran-^-cai^axylate on the basis of the ethyl benaofuraa-
2-carboxylate used* Four cryBtalli^ations from ethanol ga^^ a 
product melting at 112.5®-114.5®. 
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Calc^« C^67»22.| S*@l * Fotosds 
C, m,&Zi H, 5.65 . 
A siMla]? trim, using 40 g« (0.S mole) of aliMinum chloride. 
Insulted in ft yieM of 5#6 g* of ethyl 5«acetyXbemiQf\£can*S-
earbCKylate, but no apppeciable amount of uxwdiang^ad stop ting 
laaterial waa reeoTex^d. 
Oscidaticm of BthyX S~AcetylbengoftaNBtti-2^a3Pbogylate 
A suai»n#icm of S g. CO«OX noXe) of ethyl S-^aoetylbenso-
ftipan-2**eaz^0KyXate in 50 oo« of %% aoditm hydi^ide solution 
in» beat»d gently uzitiX hydroXysed« fl» solution wbm tiNSnated 
with 9*1 g. {0»0575 awXe) of potassium i^raiangaiMtte, as a 5% 
soXutl<»i in watepj, in poi*tiona^ at rooia t«Bipe?»atupe. ®ie eoXop-
Imbs ^actiim adxtupe wiui fiXtered hot, eonoentz^ated, aad acidi­
fied* fh© precipitate raelted at about S88®» CrystalXisatiiKi 
fe'm watex* i^lied tim aelting point to 306®• fhe j^popted jaeXt-
ing point of 4-»hydi»oa:yisophthalic acid is 310® (&&)» k soluti<m 
XQO Big. of this prod\ict in 3^ ec. of absolute raethanoX weui 
saturated with dry hydrogen chXoride at 0® and concentrated to 
5 cc« by boiXing* CooXing precipitated cru^ ester of 
4-hydroacyisopthaXic acid aieXting at 96° afte^ cr^talXisaticm 
from diXutie QSl^bimol* A siisced saeXting point with authentic di-
stethyX ester of 4*hydroxyisoi^thaXic acid (34) shoiiFed thesi to be 
(83) &3^ebe and Iraft, Ber., 39, 794 (X906) 
(S4) Jacobsen, Ber>. ixTlP?4 Ttsvs) 
Meatieal* authentic 4'4iy[irQicjisopht!mlie ttxxld wats 
^msmd according to the directions of Jacot«a^en and I^^onies (85)^ 
and esterified with absolute !Q9t}:M»Kil smd hy^ogen chloride 
according to above mthod* 
Atteiapted ;^jroia*ation of Ethyl Benzofuraa-g'-earbQXTlate 
a)« A suspension of 4*75 g* (0»<^ im3s) of ethyl 
furan<^«earb<aEylate irais refluj^ 30 ho^xe^ with a solution of 
8 g. CO»OSS SK}]U) of laercuric acetate in ^50 ec* of wat^r. At 
the conclusion of this tiioo the c»Qly precipitates present in 
the reaction mixture wmm metallic merGixty and n^rctsric oxide« 
Stea© distillation gave a 70^ recovery of etbyl benzofunaa-S-
e^bi^ylate* 
b)* A solution of 4*^75 gm {Q»t325 laole) of ei^yl bensofuran 
2-»carboxylatey 8 g. (0.025 mole) of laeretirlc acetate, 80 cc 
of glacial acetic acid in ISO cc, of ethanol mm refluxed 2^ 
hours. At the conclusicm of this tise a yield of 1*3 g« 
raercuro^ acetate was obtaimd, fhe alcohol was resoired from 
the solution by distillation and the residue refluxed an addi­
tional 5 hours. A considerable further yield of laircurous 
acetate was obtaimd. SteaoiB distillation of the reaction prod-
tiet recovered ipwit of the ethyl bensofuran<^S*carboxylate. An 
£impprecii&3e amount of s^terial wm left as a residue of th» 
n^ma. distillation* 
(85) Jacobsen «uid Iionnies. SsE«, 1556 (18^). 
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c}* Sixteen gram (0.05 ^ le) of powdered sieroiirie ecetate 
urns added in portions, with stirring^ to 9»5 g. (0»06 molm) of 
etliyl benaofta?an-2-.carbajcylat© at 135®-150®, Aeetic aeid dis­
tilled frcm tbe laixtiire during the addition* At the conelusios 
of t^ addition Bdxture was heated at this temperature mm 
hour, oooledy and extraoted with ett»r* lereiiryy lasreurous 
acetate, ax»i raerourie acetate vas identified in the ether in-
soli^le portion. A sBaaU amount of an ispore <»?ganio mterial 
containing aercury was also found in this ether insoluble portion. 
Tim yield was too ii^uape «id too slight to be inwstlgated. 
Preparation of 2.g-Dih!gdrobengofuran 
^S(t§-l3^otooeteylpbenyl e^ber \«ied in this reactimi was 
prepared in 30^ yields by refluxing a solution of <»ie mole of 
sodiij® idjenolate and 1.6 sole of ethylene bromide for 12 hours 
in 360 ce. of absolute etoanol. ©» p3?od\j®t was thrown out by 
dilution wi^ *ater, dissolved in ether, washed with soditaa ear-
bonate soluti<m and water, dried, and distilled at redt^ed pres­
sure. fhe fraetimi boiling at U^^-lAoVS? talteen. 
flMj general diTOctions followed for the preparation of 
2,3-dihyarol:»ra«ofuran from b«^-brmnoethylp3a«nyl etdier and beta-
hydroxysthyli^nyi ether, by th® use of ahhydroiai zine chloride, 
are those of Hindfusz (44). 
A isixt\H»e of 40 g* of beta-brcaiQethyliaienyl ether and 5 g. 
of freshly fused zinc chloride was heated uzs^er reflux at an oil 
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fentfe of 800°-S10° for 2 hoitrs. ®ie ppodiict; was 
dissolved in mthBV, washed thorou^ily with 10^ carbon-
ate solution and water, and dried over soditaa sulfate. !]nie 
etlier was rejsoved and the residue distilled at atmosi^eric pres-
Bvm* A 26»B% yield of orude 2,S-^ihydrohenzofuran boiling at 
X87°--191® wu obtained, 
'Bm tiSMitiaent of l^ta— hyaroscyethylphsjqrl ether with zinc 
chloride in a almilar isanner yielded no appreeiable aoKJunt of 
2,3-dili3^0ben»ofuran* Rindfusz reported a 25^ yield by mans 
of this sasthod. 
fhe action of phosphtxpus pentoxlde \^>on beta-hydrcBcyethyl-
tolyl ethers has been reported to give 50% yields of t2a© substi­
tuted g^S-dihydrobensofurans (45) • 
A solution of 69 g» (0^5 B»l®) of ^ 6|a-hydroxyethylphenyl 
ether in 20 co« of dry benaene was added In portions, with 
shaking, to a suspension of 5S«5 g, (0*2S oole) of phosphorus 
pentcatldte in 100 cc. of dry benssene* At the conclusicm of the 
addition the solution was refluaied hour and eoolsd* 
reaction product was filtered, the pwsclpltate washed with ether, 
and the ether and benzeire solutions coBfelned and dried cs^r sodium 
sulfate* distillation at atmosi^riG pz^ssixre yielded no fraction 
boiling In the vicinity of 1^**, boiling point of 2,S-
dlhydrobensof isran. 
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Attesipted Prepftratlon of 2*lfethyl~8.3->dihy(3rolwnzofuran 
o;-^ lljlpti0nol med in this 2*eactiozt vas j^pared ac­
cording to ^he directions of Claisen (86), 5^ ring closing 
ppocedure was taiat suggested by a patent (48)# 
Fifty grmma of pyrldim was cooled to 0® and dry hydro­
gen ehlopid© run in until the mixture solidified. 25ie pyri­
dine hydrochloride was heated to 180° in an atmsi^re of hy­
drogen chloride and 26.8 g» {0,2 mole) of o-allylphenol ad^d« 
f5b© reaction mixture tos heated 8 hours at 220°-240®» fhe atass 
solidified upon cooling. The addition of water did not dis-
solir0 an appreciable amount of this isaterial and stefus dis­
tillation yielded no product. 2-Meteyl-2,3-dihyaroben2ofuran 
readily steam distills. 
Preimration of o-Acetaainophenylallyl Etdtor 
o-Aiainophenol was acetylated in quantitative yields with, 
one equivalent of acetic anhydride in benzene solution. 
A sxjspenslon of 75.5 g» (0.5 mole) of o-acetaminoplwanol and 
70.5 g. (0*51 mole) of poa^ered potassium carbonate in 350 cc. of 
dry acetone was vigorously stirred and 60.S g. (0.5 aaole) of al-
lyl broaide added in portions, fhe mixture was refluxed 5 hours, 
sojae of the solvent removed, and the residiie diluted with water, 
precipita^d thick oil was extracted with ether, washed 
(86) Clalse^^Ber., 3157 (1912), Claisen. Ami.. 401. 56 
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D2SCIBSI0H OP RESTJL5B 
The Insults of 1^8 ls9«8tig«tioxi iindioate raor© oleso?!? 
tbe great siMlXarlty asistiiig betvaen fonua and bensofta*aii» 
Fur>«Q with bi^t one kasam ascoaptioQi, 
oridnt® antering g^poups to tiai S- oi» 6- positiota (87), 
poj^iag to th» 2- position of b«Baofca?aa (I>. 
cxpientation of a nitro group in banstjfurim posi­
tion fti|a^st to tlie oxygen (67}y «ad t}»i a<Mition of balogiai^ to 
tha IX^SB^ (7H^)» fire cbaraetaristie of tmmi (&7), Wa 
ba^ nmi two additioiml z^ao^ions vbioh ara (Oriented in S* 
poaition of benzoftipani^ »ata3Ation, by oeans of ^butyl»Iitbimi» 
wsoSl aoatylation, by laaafia of acatie a^aiyiiriaa ana atamie oblori^. 
©J® ppoof of tba position wmstxamd by tbe aatwrii^ gmmp in 
tba isetalation reaotion vas ^mmgh earbonation of the intez*-
jsieaiata 8-benaofapyi-lithitBa to tlaa kncvn bensofuran-g-earboxylie 
acid. 
(87) Gilman aiKi Wfi^t, Cbegi^ Baviewa, 13^. 323 {X93B)» 
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n-tmfeyl~lithluia 
m,.... ...?:. .I...y 
Md 
CQ^ CO COOH 
fhs acetjlbensoftiran foraied by ^be ac«tylatlon of benaofupan 
was also eonverted to benzofixran-S-earboxylic acid by laeans of 
mild asidation, and, in addition, cmpared with 2-acetylb©nzo-
fU3?^ py«pai^ by ©ethod of (12)* 
<CHgCQ)gO 
SnCl^ 
-k-, 
KaOH 
C0<® 
A "  .  
CHO 
ClCHggC% 
Tb» atith^ntie benzofujran-S-oarboxylie acid laed as a 3?ef-
eT&nste coapouial in these two eases was prepared from 5,4-coamrin 
dibroffiid® aceordlng to the ®»thod of Perkin (5), is^ from salieyl-
aldehyde and ethyl br(»3oacetate. 
OK) 
30^  KOH 
/CHBr 
Clffir 
BrCHgCOOEt 
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t^zi2ofm>azi-2Mi3S!»bQxjlic acid amii^ (39)^  and tMa e<is^ >oi2nd is 
sug^atod as being of possible physiologieal vain®. OtJiep amino 
eoE^oiaadis which liaife been sjuldiesized preTiously sxaS. sai^fc well 
be ^sted ajpe: tlie S-spaiao-g^S-dihyiaafobenaofta^aii of Stoex^s^r and 
&o-mQ»MTs (®7)(14), the e«ayl 2,S-dibyapobenzof«2^-2-earba®ate 
of Stoez^r iBid EBaig (14), and the 5-acetaBiino-S^ia&thyl-2j,3~ 
dihjdrol^nzofuran of Claisen and I&?ei!«a's {4S)» 
'Bm redxastitm of benzofuran m&emB of aodlioi and ale<^ol, 
mid by aesuas of ©atalytie reduction with noble uietal catalysts^ 
h&B t»en ifiiowa to yield tl^ saim ^c^uct, 2,5-dih3d3?obeiiasofupan« 
•aie ecaaparison was jaede throti^ the plexites« Tim latter oethod 
giTOs a purer product. Ih© hl(^ pressiare-hi^ tei^rature re-
dt«5tion of benzofuran isltii nicliEel catalyst readily yields per-
hydrobenzofuran• 
Eton 
Pt-Pd 
(89) Einkes, Bec« trav* ohim«. 51. S49 (1932) 
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Wm failure to obtain lodinattion pimdiB&ts of bensEof«i?mi it 
in aoocEPdaneo with & ppovious import (IS). A a«a»© gontX© t^oat-
mnt of tho lodination product migjit be advlaable ia furttoor at­
tempts to pB»pape an iodobenzofumn* 
A eon«i<^rabla aj^Knmt of insoluble i^slnous loat^Pial found 
in tho attoaiptsd aulfonations of b«n2ofua?an ii»lieatoa tfee diffi~ 
culty whieli wmt b© onreroosss in this ayntbasia. ®h© p«?tl©Txlia» 
sonsititi^ of benaofuran to sulfurio &cidj» and to hydrooblcopie 
aeid to san» extent, la probably pospcmsiblo for tb® failta?# 
of th« r«aetion ^ c«»^itiona desi£^ibe4« Berozofto?sm-S-
aulfonic aoid^ and th® £»toluidid« derivative, was preparod aa 
a referenca ooaipouM by tba action of atOfiir dloxida upon 2-
bonzofuryl-litbiuffi to form b©nzoftapan-2*»ulfInie aeid, and tl» aub-
soqTssnt iKcidaticm of tbia produet to ban2ofi;a?ffli<»8*sulfoniG acid. 
{ 0 ) 
S^SHgCgH^C^ 
1^3® attampted oarouration of banzofuran with aiarctiric aoatata 
resulted, rather laieaQjeotediy, in view of the ready laereuration 
- 84 -
of fttpan (90), In tlie oxidation of the toenBOfiaraa nueleiai, ftisa 
tbe reeovery of a {|\iantitatiw yield of laer&iiroiia a&eta^* 
Approxiinately WQ% of the benzofuran was i?eoo*7e76d* Eefluating 
an alooholic bensofuran~pici>io aeid eolution tor a tern minutee 
also eeeaed to resxilt in an oxidation of the l^naoftiifan nuoleus. 
13ie pie2*ate is readily prepared, by Mxiag warm al-
ec^olic aolutione of the two reagents az^ all(»ring tiiem to 
oool# 
Bporaination, nitration# and aeetylation of ethyl benao-
furan-S-oartHMcyajBtte all orient the enl^ring grotip in tiis 8-
pc^ition* fhie ie the position assuiQed by nue^ar ei^stit* 
^lents in tlaie tafomination of S*iaetaiyl-2,3»dihyarobenKof«ran (51), 
and the Fri^tel-Crafts reaotion on S^S-daiiyate'otoenzofiBpan (76) 
{T7)a 
tPh® proof of the etznicture of the 5»la?«BK)bem5ofiiran-2-
ofepboacylie aeid obtained by the br<Kiination of et^yl benzo-
furiHj-^-earbcaEylate, and hjrdrolyais of the product, is b^sygted 
on the synthesis of the prodoot of «i© reaustion by two separate 
ring el€»i%Ere reaotions. fhe preparation 3,6«^bro]iioeouraarin 
hoM been deso:i?ilMNd proviously by Perkin (S)« 
(^) Gilmn and WPi|^b.t, £• Chero. 3oc«. 55. 3302 (1933). 
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B3P 
fCOOBt 
Br. 
C«0 
Br 
QHa 
•CHO 
Day and Sow (23) prepared 5-nlt3?obenEOl^aran-2'-earboxylle 
aeid by the aetltm of aqueous potaasiu® hydroxide oa «3 aXoe^l 
solution of S-lsK>aio-6-nitrocoiaaarin« A. ec«Bparls©ji of this a^id 
with the nitrobenEofuran-2-oarboxyli© aeid f <aKBed by the hydrol-
yale of th® nitepatlon product of ethyi benzofuran-S-earboxylate 
eh(»ied them to be tbe sas^. Ae additional evidence, the oxida* 
tion of the nitration product, by mane of alkaline potassium 
l^rmeyoganate,, ga^re S-nitroaalieylic acid. 
COOEt COOH 
i,KOH^ 
SO, NO, 
C=0 OH 
Br OOH 
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Etoyi &«iU»t7il:Min2ofm'aa>2»ca:pboxyXat» waa the ppo^iKit of 
tsh# acetylafeion of etSiyl banaofupffiQ-S-HSfflfboxjlat®. flie p?oof 
of tMs stmietiaaii la »hmn by t3bi® Isolation of 4-hya3?03icyl80-
phtMllo as asi oscidatioxi is^oduot* product vm etmparod 
vlf^ the aut330Qtio ooBtpoand tls^u^ dimethyl astar. 
iCOOEt 
OCl 
m m 
COOH HOOC 
331® hl^ temperapressure reduction of ©thyl 
b&nzofuran«^<*e^bo^latd with Ranay niokal aatal;^t was eapeoted 
to hyc^o^eoat^ the lanaubatituted bensem ring at least. In view 
of the ready hyarogenation of bezizoftiran. Ho hydro^ia was takes 
up, hopever, aad tlis starting material was reocwejf^d lOMslmngad# 
fhe mm trial im6m oan iiardly be used as a basis for (^jtoardtoig 
t^s reaetion* 
f!l]e preseii&s of iQarcury and aiercurous aeetate in the produets 
of attea^tod fflsrc\jrations of ethyl beiu5ofur6U3«»2*oarbcacylate was 
a dias^ppointing discovery as thia msans that an oxidation has 
taken plaoe in tl»» reaotion, vith i^e prcitable destruction of 
the benzofUran nuoleus. Ho definite mszNSuration products wsre 
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suggested Bietliod for int3?odticing grotapat in tbe 
critical 7~ pofltion of tb© benzofuran imcletis is by the jsetaia-
tion of 2,3-dihydroben2ofiiraai, or the more easily amllable 
S-metiiyl-B^S-dSJhycfepobenzofupaai* Anotber ccanpo^md of intepeatlag 
pimnsacologleal possibility is 7-i3iet^Qxybenzofuran-S-eiKC*tM3xylio 
field# ©lis is prepared by the aetiou of e^yl bpomoacetate on 
tlse aodium salt of o-vanillin {91), 
Am aroamti© ajsino derivative of this ecai^und ia suggested aa 
a possibility for j^yaiological study. 
COOH 
OCH3 
BrGHoC0C3Et 
H i l l  n i l  m ^ i  I I  I I I I  I I I  
C91) Reicbateia, Oppenauer, Gi^smr, Hirt^ Rhymr, and Glatthaar, 
miv, Chim. Acta. IS, 816 {1935). 
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Sm&HY 
4 ipevXtm Qt the of ppeparfttlon of bensQ:to«ny 
aM of tha g«Ei6i?aI laethods f<»* tiss ring oXosixre synthesis of 
benzofttran ^Fi-ratlws baa been ^Mie* 4 discuesion of 
plaKrmcoXogie&l studies t^t have been loo^ on bensoftcran 
dorlvativee haa been given, and a eoo^Iete review and dia-
©Tjasion of ttoe nuelear (xrientaticm of benaofuran and b®i8o-
furan deTivatiwa ims been i^e* 
Bam al^Xarities betireen bensofuz^an and fvcpm Imve 
been pointed, oatm The nueXeiop substitution products of 
nstaXation and acet^'ilUition of bensoftcran Mve been oriei^ed 
in the 2-» position. 
l^OBdnation, nitration, and aeetyXation of ethyl benzo-
furan-t-earbooKylate haw been found to have oriented the entering 
^oup in the 5» position of the benssofuran nucleus* 
A few suggestions foo? future study oi bensofuran derim-
ti^s of possible physiological activity have been aade« 
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PiBENZOFORAIi 
IHmODUCTIOH 
Caai^l«fee rerlma by prevtcnaa w<a*kez*s lapon the orienta-' 
tloa (1) and phyalologlcal properties {2} of dlbeneofuran aad 
dlbe&sofuran derivatives xaakes a further dlseusslon of this 
8ubj|#ct \iia»ee#sary in this paper^ 8:soept when specifically 
related to investigations repM^ted here* 
of the fev imsolved j^blems mi ^ e orientation of 
dlben^o^iran rei^ining in tiie literature concerns the structure 
of the dllmnzoftiransulfonic acid preiMstred by Z^henter (3) 
torou|j!a aulf<m&tloB of o-biphenol. fhe £,-toliildide of 
this product has been ooRip«Ered with the £<-tol\2idide of dibenzo-
furffin-2-sulf(»iic aoid prepared by the fet^ato&nt of dibenzol\iran 
with ohlorosulfonic acid (4), ftoe two derivatives were foimd 
to be Identleal on a basis of rai:sed aeltii^ points. 
(1) Oatfield, Thesis^ loura State College« HayeSy ^^Ssesis^ 
Iowa State College, 1^^, M* W* ITan Bss, Doet^al Bisserta-
ti^, Iowa State College, 1956, md P. R. Van l^s. Doctoral 
, ^ Dissertation. Iowa State College. 1936. 
(2) Bywaterj^ Boeico^al Dissertation, Iowa State College, 3.9M, and 
Elrkpatriek, Doctoral Dissertation- Iowa State Collet, 1955. 
{3) Zehenter, j:* Chem.. 151, 331 a951). 
(4) Qil^m, SxslMi and Oatfield, £• Jto. Chem, S^». 56, 1412 (1934). 
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fbe replaeejfflant of th» »ulfcaiic group by a nitro gp<mp was tried 
by laeaiis of z^aetions of increasing severity. In this case 
either no replacement, or the formation of nit!*© derivatives of 
\mtoown stricture, was obtained* Similar atten^pted replacemeata 
of the sulfonic group by carboxylic group, broaao ^oup, and 
chloro group also failed • !I?h© attea^te^ replaceaent of the 
sulfinic group of dibenzoftcpan-S-siilfinic acid by a nitro group 
was mde in an effort to laal® 8-nlt3?odlt»n«ofuraia xmre available. 
I^is reaction was suggested by the ready replacement of the 
sodiuffl sulflnate group by the chlororaercuri group in this sasie 
co3^<mnd (4). Bie difficulties encountered in the preparation 
of 2-hydrcacydlbenaofuriai <6) sugges1»d an attaint at the 
thesis of this ccffli^ound tlB?ou^ allaii fusion of dibenzofuran-
S-sulfonic acM* Mo success was obtained either in this reaction 
C0P a sitailar reaction upon dibenzofuran->g,8-disulfonlc acid, 
probable ca^e of the failure of the rii^ closure re­
action to produce ditenzofuran-g-sulfonic acid is due to 
COT3$«ratively easy hySrolysis of sulfonic groups under tl:» coai-
ditions of tijoa reaction, Diben2ofuran-2-»8ulfonic acid, the ex­
pected product, is hyarolyzed toAbenzofUran by refluxing with 
50^ sulfuric acid. lEtiis is the cmdltions of tl:» ring clomxre 
reaction attempted. starting material woii|.d also probably 
be hydrolysied. So attempt was oade to isolate dibenzofuran in 
(6) Silaan, Bywater and Psa^lser, J. Chera* Soc., 57, 885 (1935) 
roaetions* 
2 
S%H mOQ 50% Hj^04 
—^-9—sH5r~* 
no Identified ppodtiot 
refltot 
$h« good yielda of dlbonzoftaran obtainod by tlas sealed 
tube hydpolyaea of dibenzofuran-S^eulfcaiie acid, dib©nzofwan-
S,8«di#ulfonic acid, and dllwnsofta'aBtetrasulf onic acid gaT# 
prossiae that tails would be a @©n<Mf^l taction* Biis hydrol^psla 
z^action was eacpectod to be a valuable tool^ as the further sub­
stitution of dibensofuran-2,8«-disulfcmic acid would be expected 
to orient ealHtring groups in the critical 4- anwa 6- positions, 
md hydrolysis to mmore ISie sulfonic groups. To t^is eM tM 
broainatlon, i^lorlnation, and nitration of dlbenzoftarsm-S,©-
dis\ilfonio acid was attes^ted* Halogenation ga^ reaction prod­
ucts tSiat rmm powerful vesicants and could not be worfeed with, 
file nitration of diben2ofuran-2,8-disulfonic acid gave a nitro-
dibenzofuran»S»sulfonlc acid i^ose nitro group was presumably 
i^i'lented in the 8- position. AH at1^B]|}ts at the hydrol^is of 
thl8 eoispotaod to yield a niferodibeiMBoftaptaa failed* 
^reuratiox} of dibenzofuran talces place oardinarily in 
the 4- position (7), the n®i?c\iFation of sodii® diljenzofiiiraa-
©-sulfonate was desigi»d to prodtsoe a soluble dibenaofui^ 
B»reurial for germicidal tests, Tha position actually assusisd 
by the acetcssyiroreuri group is not yet known# 
Aa interesting application of tho ability of dib^azofuran 
to orient nuclear substituents acocjpding to tlieir kind is d«KGn-
starated in the iodination of dibenzoftcran by means of nitric acid 
smd iodize (8), and y&lltm mercuric oscide and iodine (9), In botii 
oases the la^oduct is 2-iododibenzctfuran* !Hiis product indica^s 
tliat tl^  role of the nitric acid sjihI the i^rcuric oxide is purely 
one of an oxidising a@ent» If the mschani^on ims one of prelim­
inary nit3?ation, or laeretiration, follosred by i^placffiaent by io­
dine, the product would be 5*iododibonsofuraa in the case of the 
nitric s^id ic^ination, and 4-iododibenzofuran in the ease of th» 
Biercuric o^ide iodination. Nitric acid orients ttoe entering 
group aHaost exelusin^ly to the 3- position (10) and dibenzo-
faran siw^curates in the 4- position (7). 
In cs»^r to farther test this theory, the salfonation «nd 
nitration of dil»n«ofuran was undertaken in the i^sence of 
C 7) Silraan and Xoung^ Chea. M, 1415 (1954). 
{ 8) SilHian, Brown, Bywater and Kirkpatric^ J. m* Chest. Soe., 
m, (1954 ) • 
( 9) Ifetpublished studies by H* Ymm^* Iowa State College, 1^6. 
(10) CulliiMi»» J. Chem. Soc.> 19S0. 2B6f. 
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salts* The resxilts of sulfoimtloaa showid that to.© 
presanee of latircury mnd mercxiric sulfate l2«d little oa? ao effect 
on tb© product# fhe nitration of dibenzofujfan with nitric acid 
in glacial acetic acid^ in pz^sence of ssarciiric acetate, ga've 
a nitration product considerajily different than that obtained by 
an exactly siiailar nitration in tfc© absence of raercispie acetate* 
Ko nitrodHMsnzofisreajs iso33sric with ««iml prodi^et were iso­
lated frtm this catalytic nitration, but it is beyond qp^estion 
that ths presence of the iaercury salt had a definite effect on 
tiss niib*ation reaction* 
If the ease with iftii<^ a compound undergoes tim OattiafiaBam* 
Soch reaction 'im an ixi&Qx of mgati-Tity, dibenzofuran Is less 
negative thasi toluem* ®fete failure of Satteramm-Koch reactions 
of ^ aryittg seiNarlty to introduce an aldshyde group into dibenzo-
furan was ratdrier taiexpeoted, foluene ga<«^ a fair yield of £-
tolyialdtehydte under the amse conditions. Dlbenzofuryl-2-^dehyde 
was prepared by a different raethCKa# 
Cuprous ©;^ide vm fused wlt^ a considerable excess of 
0,8*ditaf€^odibengofto*an, and the product hyflrolyaed wi th al-
ccaiolic potassluia hySroxlde, in an effopt to prepare S-brora©-
dibenEofuran-g-carbaxylic acid, Ttm only product Isolated was 
dibenzofuran-2,8-^carboxylic acid. An excess of cuprous cyanide 
was f\^ed with 2,8-dibroinodibenzofuran and the Inteiraaediate 
diben2ofuran-.2,a-dinitoile hjdrolyaed to a good yield of dibenso« 
furan-2,S-dicarboaE;ylie acid losans of alcoholic potassiusi 
- 9S •* 
h^^oxid©. 33^ diaaefchyl est^a? of this ia?ofiuot was showa to b© 
identleal with authentic dimethyl dlb®nzofupan-2,8-dicarl>oeKylat# 
prepared in a diffei^nt w&j (11). 
The action of laad tetra-acetato upon diban20fiu?an and 
totrahydrodibonsoftiTffii, and tli© suMeqi^nt hydrolysis of the 
expoctod ac«toacy ^rlvativ^j^ was iaad« in an effort to pp&pa^m 
hydroxy derivatiires of those nuclei* Ho appa?eciable reaction 
with dil^nzofxiran took place, and the action on tetrah^^odl-
benzofursm was that of an CKsldlzing agent, dibenzofuraepi beln^ 
identifJUsd as a product. 
The invariable identification of 2i®rcurous acetate as a 
product of attempts to aiercumt® teti^ydrodibenjsofia'an^ by 
s^ans of laereurlc acetate a variety of ccaiditlons, indicates 
that an oxi<&itiQn has talsen place In t^iis reaction* Mercuration 
has tsQdoubtedly aleo taken place^t but the reaction iBi;isture 3ms 
ao far defied efforta at separation* The iodlnation of tetra-
hydrodibenzofuran also yielded no identified product* 
A nmi&mr of atteiapts to osxidige 7*-nltro-. and 7-acetyl-l,S, 
5,4-tetr«hyarodiben2oftiran to coi^pounde of known structure were 
jiaade befcse^ euccees in these reacti<me was obtained by the vtsm 
of brcaaijie in glacial acetic acid (12)* 
(11) Unpublished studies by JT. C« BailieIowa State College, 19S6. 
(12) Gilmn, Staith and Ghemy, J- Soc*. 57, ^ 9S (1956) • 
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EXPERIMEKTAL PAST 
j^epayafeloo of gr'Bl^tigaol 
IjQ & typical preparatloQy a mixture of 100 g* of dlbeazo* 
ftEi»a{if g» of potaaaltBBi hydsroacidey and 50 g« of sodltaa hy» 
^oxlde w&a heated at 560*^-410® for 13 ho^irs is an iron boiria. 
l^ctz>aotion of the |»*oduet with hot «at«3* and aeidiflotion 
yields 46 •? g*# S8«S^ of the theoreticalji of o^hlphenol oon^ 
taining natc^ of G^ystalllzatlon* !Ehe water of c^ystalliKao 
tion was rffiBoired by distilling a toluene solution of the csnxde 
product until ^e t€mipdrature rose to 111^ and the distHlAt# 
was clear* Cooling precipitated a quantitative yield of am-' 
hydrous o-biphenol melting at 108®--9®* A captain amount of 
leakage of dibenzofia*an frc®i the bomb caused th# yields to be 
lowered. 
Sulfonation of st-'Bti^mol 
^e sulfonation of SO g* of £»blphenol with 13*2 g. of 
20^ fmtog sulfuric acid at 1®)®-190® for 9 hours was ^trried 
out according to the directions of Zti^nter <3^)« ^e pa^duct 
was treats with Horlte, filtfflped hot and eoncenta*ated, fhe 
precipitate which resulted on cooling was filtered out, A 
yield of the monosulfonic acid ims obtained* A solution of 2 
g. of this prodi:u:t in 75 oc« of water was made strongly acid 
with hydrochloric acid and heated to boiling* to tXiis was added 
a hot solution of 1*5 g* of jgh-'toluidine l^ydrochlorlde in 20 cc* 
•• 9 9 
of water* and the solution i^ated for aevei»al ainutes# Cool­
ing precipitated eol<^les8» plates, fwo orTstal*' 
lijsatiosa from hot water aft^ fapeatment with Horite yielded 
eolorlees noodles melting at 21^®, A mia&8^ meltir^ point 
with the £»toliiidide of authentic dibenzofuran*2<*8ulfonic acid, 
pr»epared in the same way, B«p« 232*^-235^9 i^oved to be i-
dentical* 
Attempted Repl&egB^ntg of Sulfoolc Qgoup by Hitro (a?ou,p ia 
Pibengofia^a^^gwtgulfonio Acid 
flie diben8ofuran-2-»sulfonic acid used ms prej«u*6d ao* 
cording to the directions of Gilmam, Ssith, and 0®,tfield (4), 
a), fwenty-five cc« of ftsning nitric acid was slowly 
added* idth shaking, to a suspension of 10 g, of sodium di« 
benzofuran-2-sulfonate in 75 ce« of concentrated sulfuric 
acid* A clear solution resulted i^ich was heated on a steam 
bath for 25 minutes and poured upon cracked ice* ^e result­
ing precipitate melted at 225®^S3® id.th softening beforehand, 
and weii^ed 5»S g* (Crystallization from glacial acetic acid 
ga^e a compound melting at 272^* Tkilm corresponds to no known 
nitro dsrivative tmless it be '^e tetranitrodibensofuran of 
Eyan and CiUlianane (13) melting at 283^» 
{13} R^an and Cullitmne. Sci* Proc. Ro3r« Dublin Soc«« 17« 321 
(1924K 
- IXK) . 
!>)• A mixture of 75 c«» of coacentarated sulfD^ie aeid 
ai^ W ee* of coneentrated nltrlo aeid was eooled to -15^ and 
10 g, of eodim dil)enaofiiran«a>.»ulfoaate added slofwly with 
stirring. At the concliision of the acUiition, lifiiich reqtiirsd 
fiTe mlniitest the reaction prodiiet vas potsred on cracked Icep 
dllttted to SOD ec« id.th water, boiled a few jainutes, cooled^ 
and filtered. A yield of 1,1 g. of coffipoimd lasltlng at about 
ms obtained* After crystallisation froci glacial 
acetic aeid it aelted at 216®-S18®« 32ii» corresponds to no 
known nitro derivative# 
c)# Fifteen hoiirs ea^osure of 7»S g« dry powd<H?«^ 
dlbenzofTiran«»2»sulfonic acid to the fmes of nitrog«n ta?ioxide 
yielded only a water soltdsle product. It was not investigated 
ftirth^» 
d)» A stfcspenslon of 12»4 g. of dlbenzofuran-g-sulfonic 
acid in 150 cc» of glacial acetic acid was treats with a total 
of 70 cc* of concentrated nitric aeid at t^peratnres ranging 
tvcm -15®to 100®. It was finally heated for 45 minates on the 
steam bath* The product w&s imter soltjble and was not Investl-^ 
^ted further# 
Atti»Bot«i Replacegaeat of Sulfonic Qroup by OarbojErlic Group in 
Bib<s»igofumn*»8'»sulfonie Acid 
An intimate mixture of 10 g# of sodium dlbenzof\3ran-2-sul«> 
fonate and 10 g, of sodium formate was kept at the fusion teia-
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peratwr® for minutes* An evolution of gas took place* 
The melt HOB extracted. with a sodium carbonato soliition, fil­
tered, cooled, and acidified. iThe pi»oduct tois extracted thor-
ou^ily with ©tl^r, Hemoval of the ether yields an incotme* 
quential residiie. A recovery of 7 g, of the sodium sulfonat« 
wblb 
Att^aapted Replaoment of Sulfonic dpoig? by Halogena in Dibenzo-
furaa»'0-sulfoaig Acid 
a)» A siixture of 10 of aodltsa dibenzofur«n-2-gulfoaat« 
and 10 g« of phosphorus trichloride was heated in a sealed 
tube for 3 hours at 250®- S30®« ®ie black product was ex-
tjmcted with 10^ aodim hydroxide solution, fhe oily, bla<^, 
resinous residue was unworkable* Attempts at separation of 
products by steam distillation and crystallization fro© several 
solvents fail^* 
b)* A mixture of 10 g« of soditBa dibeazofur«»-g-sulfonat» 
and 10 g* of phosphorus tribrcKnlde was treated in a rnamim' siai-
lar to a)* fhe same sort of resinous product was recovered smd 
the reaction was not investi^tM further* 
Att«apted Replaceaents of Sulfinic (Syoi^ by Hitro 6roui» in 
Mb^gofuraa-0-gulfinic Acid 
^e dibenzofuraQ-2-sulf inic acid t»sed was prepared ae-
•• U3& «• 
ending to tiie dlreetiozts of QUjmn^ Smith and Oatfi«ld<(^)« 
a}* A suffpeasion of XO g* of sodim dibetisofuraB-S* 
8ulf iaat® la XOO coi of facial aoetie aeld was Seated with 
XO CO# of eoneaot^patM nitrle ai^id by dropvise additioa at 
room t^poFature* Aft^ as addltionaX 30 minutes etlz^ring at 
rocBBi tffiB^rature the mixtia-e wa« poured ^pon eraeked Ice^ fil­
tered# waehed with wat^^ and tOie precipitate ersrstallised 
from alcohol* !lhe laelting point of the m l^ amoymt of product 
was 101®- 105®. This coz^esponda to bo known nitro dwflvative# 
b)» & atuipenttion of S g« of sodim dibenzofuranoSo-aul-
finate# 30 ce» of eonoentratM nitric acid and SO oc» of gla­
cial acetic acid wa« heated on the steam bath for 30 minutes* 
At the conclusion of this time the solution warn clear. It ims 
diluted and maS» basic with 10^ sodim hydrozlde solution* 
Heating again brou^t all the precipitate into solution* It 
lias filter^ hotj* cooled^ and the resulting precipitate fll-
tarM out* fhis precipitate was identified as dlbenzofuran-
S-sulfonle acid throu^ the sulfonyl dbloride* 
c)* A solt^ion of 1*4 g* iOmOZ mole) of sodim nitrate 
in 10 cc« of water was added with shaking at 0^ to a suspenslGoat 
0f 2*5 g* (0*01 isole) of sodlm dibe«izofuran-*2-8ulfinate In 
100 cc* of 28 hSFdro chloric acid* At the conclusion of ^e ad­
dition 10 cc* more of concentrated h^rdrochlorlc acid was add<Mi 
and the mixture allowed to stand at 0^ for 30 minutes* At the 
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of this tims the eonsidsrahle amomit of precipitats ms 
filtered off, Hiis precipitate was probably the STilfoaie a«ld 
as it had no melting point and gave a qualitative test for sul« 
fte?, but not for nitrogen^ 
d)« A solution of 5 g« of sodium dlbeuzofurazwS-sulflaatep 
25 g» of 03*:^talll]3e alumium oitrate, asd 200 ec« of wat€U^ ims 
refluaced for 15 laln. Tha precipitate appeared on cooling 
was readily soluble in dilute sodlue hydroxide soltation. Ob» 
viously so replao«sient of the sulflaic gro^p had tal^n place 
as ni^odibeiisofurans wottld not be soli^le* 
«)• k suspension of 5 g« of sodltim dibeazofura&«'2-sul* 
filiate* 20 g» of crystalline aluBilam Bi^ate^ and 200 cc* of 
acetic aeihydrl<^ was placed in a flask equipped with a reflux 
condenser and the reaetion started by gentle heating with a 
steam Imth. fhe violent reaction was controlled for 10 minutes 
by the judicious use of an ice bath and than heated two hours 
on the steam bath. It was filtered hot, cooled, and the watea? 
soluble precipitate discarded, ^e filtrate was diluted with 
G^ack<t»i ice and mde basic with sodium hydroxide* All smterial 
v^t into solution so foe products were not invest l^t^ furth^* 
Attesapted Preparation of Dlbengofm>an«»8»sulfonlc Aeld by Ring 
React ions 
A* Attempted preparation of ai-nlta?o«-^*'-8ulfodlphenyl 
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ether (14) 
An intimte mlxttsype of 7#9 g» (G»05 mole) of 2-* 
nitroi^orohenzeiie, 12»8 g« (0*06 mole) of potassium phenol-
4»sulfonate, 2*8 g* {0«05 mole) of potaasim 0*2 
g« of ooiqper hronze, and 50 oe* of absolute methanol ms heat^ 
txntil the alcohol w&a Temvod, and the resulting oake 
heated at 185® for 6 hours, !£here was apparently no reaction• 
Preparation of 2-nitro-4-8Ulfodipheayl eth^ 
A suspmision of 27*5 g* (0*1 mole) of potassiiss 2-
nitrochloroben2ene-4-aulfonate and 15 g. (0,11 susle) of po» 
tassim pi3^olate in SO g# of phenol was heated 20 hotJEPS at 
i7S®»2jtO®» 'Kie jKPOduct im« dissolved in hot water, aeidifi^^ 
and the phenol r^oTed by steam, distillation* ' A qtmntitatiTe 
yield of 2'»nitro«>4«<«8ulfodiphenyl ethso? was obtained on cooling 
and filtration. 
C« Preparation of 2-as3ino*4«sulfodiph^yl eti»r 
A suspension of 20 g, of 2->nitro«>4~sulf0diph«iyl 
mUxm? in 200 oe. of oonoentrated l^g^nOrochloric aoid was tinted 
with 30 g* of granulated tin, in smll portions, with good stir* 
rlng» At the conelusion of the addition the mixture was heated 
for tla?ee hours, with stirring, at 100®« fhe solution was di­
luted, made Imsic with aimaonim hydroxide, and filtered hot* 
(14) Kiere is aon& ^ubt as to the collect nomenclattjtt'e of 
this compound, ^e compound is a diphenyl ether with a 
nitro group in the 2- position and a sulfonic aeid 
in the 4*- position. It is named here as a diphenyl ether 
derivative. 
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fhe filtrate waa treated with Horito, coacentrated, and soditaa 
(mrbonate added, !^e resulting i^eeipitate was filtered out, 
disaolired ia water» and acidified with hydroc^oric aeid. 33ie 
resulting precipitate wei^€«i 11 g., 50 of the theoretic^* 
Anal* Calod. fta* Gg^HgQO g l^l^a s Ba, 20.64 * Foimdj; 
BUg 20.55 and 20.57 » 
A similar reduction tising 12 g. of 2-nitro-4-aulfo-» 
diphenyl eth®p, 250 cc. of concentrated hyflrochloric acid, and 
40 g. of iron filings gave a 61*5^ theoretical yield of the 
drocM-oride of 2-aBiino»4-sulfodi^eii3fi ete^» 
D. Attempted ring closure of 2-'ajaiB(>-4»aiilfodi|ritien3rl 
ether to dibei3Zofupan«*2-sulfonic acid. 
a). A solution of 6.66 g. {0«C^5 mole) of 2-ai^no> 
4-sulfodii^enyl ether and 4.9 g. (0.05 mole) of sialfuric aeid 
in ^0 cc. of water v&a Seated with a soliition of 2.1 g. 
(0.05 mole) of sodim nitrite in 10 cc. of water at A 
beta-'Paphthol test for a diazo groi^ was obtained l^Miately. 
fhe solutl(m was sti«»ed one hour at 0® and S hovtpm at room 
tissperat^e. ^he solution was filtered, and sufficient con* 
c^trated sulfuric acid added at 10® to lading toe concentration 
up to SC^. fhe mixture was then dropped slowly on a reflnxlng 
solution of 50 cc. of 50^ sulfm*ic acid and the reflio:ing con-
tint}^ 3 hours at the conclTision of the addition. Bo compound 
containing a sulfonic group i»s foimd in the product, fhe re­
action products were not investi@sited for the presence of di-
benzofuran. 
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b)* A aiispensi&n of 6 g» (0«0g mol®} of 2>-aiQino<> 
4«3iilfo<iiph©iisi ether hjKJroc^oride in a mlxtiure of 50 ©«• of 
w&t&r atid 2 cc* of concentrated h^fdrochloric acid was cooli^ 
to 0^ aM a soli2tion of 1*4 g* stole) of potassitiis nitrite 
in 5 m» of wat€KE> aM(^ slowly with stixving* fhe sizture was 
stirred for 4 hoia?s at 0® and let stand 12 hotars at room tees-
peratt^e* A good beta-nai^thol test was ol^tained at this time* 
fhe mixttare imm slowly dropped on a boiling mixture of 50 co. 
of concentrated sulfuric acid and 50 ce» of water, and the re-
fluxing continued 15 oinutes at the conclusion of the addition* 
Ho eiridence for the presence of a sulfonic groi^ tms four^ in 
the products of this reaction* fhe lnsoliaa>le residues wispe 
not iaTesti^ftted for the presence of dihenzoft»^« 
aFdrolssis of Bibenzofuransijdfonio Acids 
a)« A solution of 20 g* of sodium dibensofuran<»S*>Sial» 
fonate in 100 cc, of 50% stilfi£c*ic acid was refluxed 8 hours 
and steam distilled until the distillate was no longer turbid. 
!Ha?e#-teatha of a gram of dibenzofuran, Bi*p« 81,5®^*88®, was 
reeoirei»ed froia t^e distillate^ and a qmntitative recovery of 
^e unchanged dibenzofuran-2»sulfonic acid from the cooled 
resMt»* To ispeelude the pcMstsibility that the dibensofuran 
recovered mm pot^esent as an jbapurity in the original sulfonic 
acid, the reci.j^rered a\ilfonic acid was refluxed for 24 hota?» 
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a solution of 50^ sulfuric acid* A yield of 1»3 g« of 
dibenzofuran vas obtained t^on steam distillation of this re­
action, 
b)« A solution of 20 g* of sodiiffii diben2ofuran»2f&-di«* 
sulfonate, 100 cc, of concentrated sulfuric acid and 100 cc* 
of mter vas subjected to 8 hours of <x>nstant concentration 
distillation. From the distillate was obtained 2«5 g* of di> 
benzofuran «eltii^ at 85®-84®^ and frcnn the residue dibenzo-
fnr«®»2~sulfonic acid, 
c)« A solution of S g« of dibenzofiiran<-2»@»disulfonic 
acid^ 10 cc« of concentrated sulfuric acid and 1(K) cc, of a 
satusrated sodiias sulfate solution was refluzed 4 hours, fhe^e 
was no i^preeiable hydrolysis, 
d)« A solution of S g, of sodim diben2ofwan<*2|K3»>di« 
stilfonate in 100 cc, of concentrated hydrociiloric acid was 
refl\o»Kl 4 hours, A •ea'y slow reaction took place, "Sie 
fiBsotmt of product was very sli^t and was not identif i^, 
«), A solution of 10 g, of sodim diben£ofuraa-»2«>8»di-
sulfonate in 25 cc, of 6H hydrochloric acid was heated in a 
s«al«d ti^e at 10O®-2OO® for 9 hotira, A quantitative yield 
of dibensofuran^ melting at 84®-85® afti»? crystallisation from 
petroleisn ether, was obtained* 
f), j^sactly similar results were obtained when 25 ce, of 
6B sulfuric acid instead of hydro^iloric acid was xised uodeo? 
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eottdltloas* 
g)# A solution of 10 g» of sodim dibenzofurantetapa^' 
siilfoQate in 25 ee* 50^ aostic aeid was heated S hours at 
200^ in a sealdd tube* ^j^ere "mm no peroeptible hydrolysis* 
i)# fen grams of sodim dibensofiirantetrasxilfonate was 
hmt^ 4 hours at tSO° in a aeal^ tub« with 25 eo* of 6H sul­
furic acid. A siaall aiao\mt of dibenzofuran was isolated, but 
BO charring had taken place. The soluble portion ms neutral-
iae^ with barium carbonate and extracted with four liters of 
boiling wat^* Concentration of ti» esti^ct yielded no |a»©-
cipitate and a test of the concentrate with sodim siilfate 
i^Oiowed the absence of any bariiss sulfonate grot^« This 
gests that a hsrdrolysis of one or bicqp© of the sulfonic groups 
« 
took place and that the barium salt of the sulfonic acid pro­
duct was ctMpletely insol\:^le in hot water« 
J)« fen grams of sodim dibenzofurantetmsulfonate in 
25 cc« of 6K sulfuric acid was heated 2 hours at S20®- 8S0^ 
and 4 hours at 04O*^-85O®» A 73^ yield of dibenzofuran melt­
ing at 8S«5®-84»S® after crystallization from petrol©^Bn ether 
was obtained* 
Alkali Fualons of Pibengofupaaa Sulfonic Acids 
a)« A mixture of 30 g* of potassiuca hydroxide and 30 g* 
of sodium hydroxide mm fus^ at 3i.5^®-20C^,^ and 20 g* of 
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ftowderad sodim diben2ol'txi«an-'2-»»ttlf«mafco added lo aaall por# 
tlona* Th0 t®E^®rati2^e was raised to 300® sasd k#pt th&!*e onm 
laowr, followed by 5 miimtes at S50®» ©i® melt waa cooled, dis-
aolTad in «it^, treated witli norite, and aoidiried* Ho ap** 
preciable precipitate appeared at thia time, or after concentra­
tion and oooliag* 
b}* fw«Qty grame of potaaaim bqjjidroxide and 20 g« of 
aodim hydroxide was fused, and 15 g. of aoditim dibenzofiiran^ 
2,8-di»ulfonate introduced in small portions with stirring* 
©le melt waa heated to 400® for dO minutes, cooled^ c I ssol'red 
in wat^, and digested twice with Horite* 3&e filtrate was 
strongly acidified and the slightly miljky solution estrac#^ 
with ether* Soaoval of the ether yielded no appreciable 
pE'oduct. 
c}» A paste of 40 g, of potassitsa hydroxide, 25 g* of 
sodimi dibenzofm'a&»298-«disulfonate and 10 cc* of mter weui 
heated gently until the wat^ was resioved and then fiisM 
stroi^y for 30 siinutes* Solution in water, fepeatment wi13i 
Horite, and acidif ioation yielded a brown giaiiay precipitate, 
Biis mterial ims filt^ed out and boiled a few minutes with 
10^ sodiiM c^bonate solution* ^e precipitate w&a apparently 
hydrolyised by this treatment to a soli^le ^ oduct as subseqtiwnt 
strong acidification yielded no precipitate* 
d)» fhe water was driven from a mixtiire of 25 g* of po» 
tassiisa diben2iofupan->2»S«disulfonate, 25 g. of potassitsa hy» 
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cirojcid©, and 10 cc. of water by gentle wa^i»g, and the resi­
due atroagly fused for SO minutes, The product was treated 
twi#e with Morite after solution in mter and the filtrate 
aeidified* l^ e resulting precipitate was purified by am&e&X 
reprecipi tat ions and air dried. !Fhis material gave an excel*" 
lent qualitative test for sulfur so wa« iaTestigated no furth«p« 
e)* A solut ion of  22.5  g .  of  pota#siuri i  c i ibenzoftjran-g,  
8-disulfonate, BO g* of potassim hydroxide and 25 cc, of water 
wms heat^ at 100® for 48 hours and gmitly fus^ for 4 hours* 
Dissolving la water, treatenent with Horite, and aeidificatioa 
yielded a brownish precipitate, 2hi3 precipitate was dissolve 
ia a aodium earbonate-sodlistt hydroxide solutioaj^ treated again 
with Korite^ filtered hot, cooled, and acidified. Mo precipi­
tate appeared at this tirae or -t:^oa siibaequent eoacentratioa 
and tooling* 
Attempted l^g^iaation of Dibenzofuraa-gaa^dlsulfoalc Acid 
A solution of 16*4 g, (0,05 mole) of dibenzofuran»*2*8-
disulfonic acid, 20 g« {0,025 mole) of broiaine, 1 of 
ferric chloride, a pinch of iron powder, and 100 cc, of gla­
cial acetic acid was reflux^ until the bromine color had been 
remoTed, fhe mixture was concentrated to ami® extent, di«* 
luted with water, and neiztralized with bari\BB carbonate, Thm 
aoli^le barim salts were extracted with hot water, fhe 
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ibariiM aalfca appeared upon conceatration and ooollng 
of this extract were filtered off, converted to the add with 
eulfixrle aeid^ the barim su^Xate r^^ved, and refluxed in a 
im sulfuric acid solution* ^e material vhic^ steam distill^ 
out was identified as dibenzofixpan* 
Other attaapts to brominate dibenzofm'an-gjtS-disulfonic 
acid were made* She products were discainSted as probable vesi-" 
es^ts before definite results were obtained* 
Qilcapiimtioa of Dibenzofitran-2»8*'disulfQBic Acid. 
& solution of 32*5 g* of dibensofuran»2y&»disulfonie 
acid, a pinfih of iron powder, and a few cspystals of iodine 
in 200 cc« of glacial acetic acid was heated on a steam bath, 
and chlcspine introduced for 20 ho«PS* fhe evolution of hydro-
g;en chloride was slow* At the conclusion of this time a preci­
pitate Imd appefiU!*i^ in the solution, whic^ was cooled and fil­
tered* fhis aaterial was crystallised from a large voliaae of 
e«£janol* A yield of 4*6 g* melting at 155®-170® was obtained* 
Crystallisation from chloroform and glacial acetic acid raised 
the melting point to l'3^^-74°* An elaaestal analysis showed 
the preswice of chlorine and absence of sulfur. A aiSEwl melt­
ing point with S,8-dicblorodibenzofuran, iB*p* 184^, wsui de­
pressed to ISO®* 
TtiXu coiEpo\md was not investi^ted furt^<^ as it was 
s1a?ongly suspected of being a pow«pful vesicimt* 
•• xxs — 
Hlttpatioo of P3.fo«njsofur&a-'2,8»»dlguIfonlc Aald 
A mmpmmlon of 84 g» {0*5 ot dit^eazofiiraQ in 2<X) 
ee* of oone«xit]*at«(i atdftirlo aeid was heated on a ste^ bath 
imtil solution was cmEyplets« To this soltxticm was addiS^ 
g» (1*3 mole) of sodium nitrite in small portions with 
stirring* fhe sixttEre heated up to a considerable ejf^ent* It 
was stirx^d on steam bath for two hours at the cc^pletion 
of the addition and poured in two liters of water* Cooling 
precipitated a white fXocoulent solid* fhis material was espystal-
ll»ed twice froan sxe I^ portions of water before use in att^pted 
hy<3^olysi8 eaq^^eriments* A 50 g* yield, J54*l^ of the theoretic 
of a c«»Hpotaid analysing for a nitrodibeaaofuranffionos'ulfoni© 
aeid was obtained* fhis product gave qualitative tests for 
sulfur and nitrogen* 
Anal* Galcd* for C^^gH^O^SS i H, 4*78 * Potmd: 4*ag 
and 4*@@ * 
AttftEPted Hyd^lysis of Bitrodibengofuran-g-sulfonie Aeid 
a)* fen gpams of air-dried nitrodibenzofuran-g-sulfoni© 
acid and S5 ce* of 6H sulfuric acid were heated in a sealed IsaTsm 
at ia5^-19Q^ f«a» 6 hours* fhe badly charr^ product was 
id.th water and extracted with l:u}t glacial aoetie acid* Con­
centration and dilution of the extract with watea* gave no pre­
cipitate* 
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Isjm A iKtlufcion o£ 10 g. of nit;i?o(ilbeiizoftiraa»2'-»ulfonle 
aoid IQ @5 oc» of hydroohloarlo aeld ms heated 6 hotsrs at 
180®*i90® 3to a sealed tube* ®i© clear p^oduat was ecsapletely 
«at^ soluble* 
A run ©acactly similar to b) vas made, heating the 
solution at 2gS^ tor 6 hours« The charred residue was filtsaped 
out» edttra&ted with hot glacial acetic aoid» concentrated, and 
diluted with water# !aie precipitate was sufficient to cloud 
^e solution^ but insufficient to InYestigate* 
d)» &Roth&ff run similar to b) was msule, heating the solu­
tion at 1SO®«»S10® for 3 hours. Ho charrii^ took place and all 
the ^ terial ims soltdsle In the clear yellow solution* B]» 
ti:il>e wm resealed and heated 3 hours at and 3 hours 
at 2S0®- fhe charred product w&a washed with water and 
e3E&ract«d with hot glacial acetic acid« Ooncentration and di­
lution of the extract yielded no precipitate* 
Sulfoiiatios of 8«7*l)inltrodibengofia»n 
A mixture of lo g, of 2,7-dinitrodibensoftirsn and 50 cc* 
of 30^ ftMing sulfuric acid was heated 30 minutes on a steam 
batd^ wiMi frequwit stirring* fhe black liquid jpsroduct was di­
luted with two lit«ps of water and digested twice with Horite* 
Concentration to 850 co*^ and cocking, precipitated straw colored 
needles which wea*© filtered out* ©lis product gaw qii:«litatiTo 
tests for sulfia? and nitrogen. 
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Kegpciaration of Sodium Dibeiigoi'urai3»8»at3lfoimta 
A solution of 54 g* (0»2 mole) of sodi-um dlbeiiisofiipan-. 
g-s\ilfomte and 65*8 g* (0.2 mole) of merctiric acetate in 
600 cc« of water was refliocod 12 hotjrs. At tlxe conduaion of 
this time no teat for laerotirio or m©rc«rotif iona was obtained 
in the eolatioa# fhe clear solution was poxiped upon a hot 
solution of 200 g» of sodiw chloride in 600 ee# of water and 
the paetj maes veil atirred and allowed to digest a fe« minutes, 
^he laiaEtia?© was eooled, filtered, and the preeipitate digested 
with 2©0 CO* of lK>t watfff*, allc«sr^ to cool slowly to rom 
perature ai^ filtered, A theoretical yield of cnaie sodixaa 
dbi<xpQ®i<^ciH'idil>enzofuraja-2-^sidUPonate w&» obtained after drying 
4Q hoi^s at HO®# 
fhe sodiias hydroxyawcurldibensofuran-g-sulfonate is ob­
tained by digesting the sodim a©etoaE5ia®pcuri- or chloroaer-
ei^ldlbenzof uran«S*sulfonate witli 10^ sodim hydro3slde solti* 
tlon« cooling, and filtering* 
MmlMmmmt of Gbl<at>igereuri (Ipoup by Brocalne in aadlupi GttlQro*> 
magpeugi<abenzofuran-2»salfQnat« 
A suspension of ^ g» of sodim <dilOT0m«pcuridlbenz0'-
furan-2-sulfonate in 50 cc« of glacial acetic acid was fepeated 
with a 35^ la»omino solution. In the same solvent. In aaall por­
tions with shaking. Hien the solution no longer decolorized 
the bromine in a few minutes at 40®-45® It was diluted with wat^. 
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the QXGess bromine reroo-red with sodiisa bisulfite, and the 
«5lution netitralissed with baritca carbonate, fhe ralatture was 
extracted with 7 liters of hot water and the extract cooled. 
A yield of 4a g,, of the theoretical, of the diffi<mltly 
soltibl© bari«n salt was obtained. Concentration of tl^ fil» 
trate to one liter and cooling did not increase the yield a 
significant msomtm 
Anal, Q&im* for ((^gfigO^BrSjgBa^SiigO i Ba, 16,64 • 
Foimds Ba, 1&»45« 16«34 and 16«41 • 
^trasqlfonation of Mbsagofigaa 
«)» Ei^ty-fow grams CO*S mole) of dibenaoftaran was 
dissolved ia ^ 0 ce of 30^ fming attLfurie acid and heated 6 
hours at 100®• fhe product was diluted with water and nei;&-
tralised -mlth barim cartK>iiate« %e suspension was extract«Hi 
with 5 litops of hot water and coneentratM# fhe solubility 
of the barium salt recovered Showed the presence of a consid-
€a»able ft^mtity of the di sulfonate so this method was dis^o^ded* 
b)» A ava^&nslon of 190 g. of dry sodim dibensofuran-
2#S-dis«lfonate in 250 cc, of 30^ ftaaing sulfuric acid was 
heat^ at 180®*if0® for 7 hotars. 15i© reaction product was di» 
luted with 7 liters of water, neutralized with barim carbon­
ate, heated to boiling, and filtered hot» The clear filtrate 
was (^ncentrat^ to ^0 cc. and cooled, fhe bariisa salt ifeich 
precipitated filtered out, dissolved in water, and the barim 
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ppsaipifcated with a very sli^t excess of sodim sulfate# 
®ie siispension was filtered hot and evaporated to dr^ess* 
A 97 g»^ SS^ of the theoretical, yield of the dry sodium salt 
was obtained* 
Aaal» Calcd, for • 
Fomds ^,29, S5»64 and 35.64 . 
Atteiapts to pa^epare the g-toluidide of the tetrasulfonic 
acid, as a dsri^ativsy by the usaml methods failed^ "Bi© molt­
ing point of suoh a derivative would :^obably bo too hi^ to 
be of ffiucii valu© as the ^ -toluidid© of dib«izofta»an«»2,8-dis«l-»^ 
fonio aeid B^lts at 285®-286®» ®i© same derivative of the 
sulfooie aoid melts at g3S®*2S4®» 
A 6,2 g» yield of dibenzofi^antetrasiafonyl (^oride was 
jpr«^^ed by heating SO g» (0«035 mole) of sodium dibenzofwr-
ant«t3«asiilfomte with SI.2 g* (0*15 mole) of phosphortxs peti** 
ta*^egpide for S hoxs^s at 150 • ®i© product was or^tallissed 
benzene and xylene* fho l^etxsaposition point of above 2S0® 
wm too high to be of mueh use as a d«Pivativ©, 
Catalytic Sulfonation of Dlb»nzofugaa 
a)» !2hirty«tiire© and si3t«t©nths graiBS (0»2 sole) of di-
bensofuran was added at room tOEaperatia^e to a'suspension of 
3#4 g» of mercuric sulfate in 100 so# of concentrated sulfuric 
acid* $he miaEtur© was h^ted on the steam bath for one hour, 
diluted with ^K> liters of mtery and worked in the usual 
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fasMon trlfch carbonate, fhe sodim «alt was aeparated 
into tl2r©6 fractloBS according to their order of appearance 
when a solution was concentrated. iBreateent of the sodiian 
salt with phosj^riaa pentachloride yielded only dibenzofia?an-
£,8Milsulfonyl chloride. 
b). A suspension of 3»4 g. of inercuric snlfate and 2 g» 
of mercury in 125 cc, of well stirred concentrated attLfuric 
acid ma l»pt at and 3®.6 g# (0,0 mole) of dibenzo-
furan added in ®nall portions over a period of 90 ir-inutea. At 
the conelufiion of the addition the mixture was stirred at this 
t«offi$>erature for three hours and diluted to 4 liters, The 
^m>dnct was worked by the usual barim carbonate laethod, 
Concentepation of the filtrate of tiie barium salt tot 1500 c©», 
and cooling, precipitated barii3®i dibensof'iira^o2«8<-disulfonate, 
Identlfieatlon was made by conversion to the dlsulfonyl chlca?-
14^9 throu#! th« sodltss salt. r^oalnder of the barim 
salt in the filtrate WAS converted to the eodlvm salt and 
sulfoayi <^ca*ide in th© tisiml manner and the prod^t crystal­
lised fr<M toluene. !Phe first capop of crystals was dlbense-
fxspaa-2,8-disulfonyl chloride# !l!he second crop melted at 
IgO^'-lSS®. It was crystallised successively from carbon t#» 
trachloride-petroleiaa ether, carbon te^ac^oride, chloroform, 
and toluene-carbon tetrat^oride solutions to yield a product 
melting at 12E8®-130®. A mijced melting point with dibenzofupan-
g-sulfonyl chloride, a.p. 140°, melted at 102®-110®. ®ie com­
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pound analyzed for the moaosulfonji chlorid© of dlbanzo^ 
furandiSTJlfonic aoid, 
Analo Calcd, for 13.50 • Found i S, 
13*86 and 13«65 « 
(^talytlc Hitration of DibenaQf^gyan 
®[iirt7 co« of ooneentrati«d nitric aeid was introdueed 
dropvlsey with stirring, at roo© temperaturejj to a solution 
of 33,6 s* {0*2 laole) of dib0nsofi:^an and 10 g* of merciirie 
aeatat# in 100 oo* of glacial aoetic acid* At the conclusion 
of the addition the jaixture was heated on a at^m bath. Hi© 
greenish sujiiidnsion became ho^g^eons and brown when heated* 
After SO minutes of heating the mixture began to react fairly 
violently, ijeating was discontinued until the reaefeion ai^-
sided and a sparse precipitate appeared. Heating ms con­
tinued for 20 minutes and the solution cooled to -15° and fil­
tered. Bie precipitate aelted at 105®-125® and wei^ied 20 
Extraction of this product with boiling ethanol yielded an 
insolyble residue vhlch melted at lao® after several crystal-
llmtiona from aoetic acid and popoved to be S-nitrodibenzofur«n» 
Ghillin^ the alcohol extract yielded a preolpltato melting at 
115®-125®. crystallisations of this mtorial, a major product, 
from B^tiianol, petrole-uir. ether, etlianol, aiid i^lacial acetic 
acid yielded a pa?oduct wliose melting point range of 12^^-140® 
could not be sliiftod by fiirther crystallisations, ©lis mt«c^ial 
-nas not inveatigated furth«c. 
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Aa a ffleans of ccs^qparlaon, a teat vm, was md« xm&mT 
aetly the same (»3tiditiona and using the same qmntlties of 
reagents, with the exeeption of the mer^stErie acetats eatalyst* 
I& this ease a heavy precipitate appeared after 15 minutes 
heating on tiie steam bath. ISie heating and stirring was con-
tiniMid for 15 minutes further and the i^oduot chilled to -IS®. 
An theoretical yield of S-nitrodibensofuran melting at 
166®«174® was obtained, 
AttTOiptedl Direct Carbojcylatlon of Dibenaofiipap 
eatal3»t usM in a) b) the zinc oxide-cuppic 
oadde on asbestos of Kinney and Ward (IS). 
a)* ©iree grams (0.017S mole) of dibjfmsofuranf 3 g» of 
catalyst^ and 5 g« (0»06S@ mole) of solid carbon dioxide w<»*e 
sealed in a tube of 140 cc« (0.00625 laole) capacity. 15ie re­
action was heated at SOO^ for 60 hours* ^e ealciiXated ]^es* 
sure was 2S ateos^eres* ^e product was extracted with al­
kali and the alkaline solution well extracted with ether* de» 
colorised» and filtered. Acidification yielded no carboxylie 
a«id. A quantitative recovery of dibenzofuran was made. 
b). An ^Gftctly similar reaction was atteeipted with ^ e 
addition of 0.96 g. (0.009 mole) of sodliaa carbonate to the 
reactitm mixture, 3!!he same results were obtained* 
(IS) Kinney and Ward, £• Aib, Chep* Soc«, 55, 3796 (19SS) 
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o)« A mixture of 10 g* of dlbenasofuran^ 6 g* of an-
hydirotMi alminum chloride and 5»5 g, of solid <^boii dlo3d.de 
was sealed In a tt;^e and heated at 220^ for 9 hours* ^e oal» 
oulated pressure was 35 atmosi^eres* A considerable ajfBK^unt of 
hydrogen chloride was evolved nftien the tube was opened and ehar» 
ring had taken place* Extraction of the product with alkali 
and subseqi^^nt acidification yielded but a trace of alkali 
soluble mterial* Five graasis of pure dibenzofuran was recoveroi* 
Att<^pted Freiaarablons of Mbensofurylaldifes^e 
a), fen cc. of llgiuid hydrogen c^nlde was added to a 
solution of SO g. of acgaydrous aliMinum chloride and 10 g* of 
dlbeaaofuran in 100 cc. of dry ether cooled to -IS*** a?y hy~ 
drogen chloride was passed into this solution for &0 minutes 
at thl» tempespaturey and the solution allowed to stand 12 hows 
at room te»ip^ature« ^e ether was rmov^ and the product 
gently hydrolysed* A quantitative irecovery of pure dlbenzd* 
furan wiis made* 
b)# A mixture of dry carbon monoxide and dry hydrogen 
chloride in the ratio of two to one was passed through a well 
stlrr^ solution of 10 g» of dibenzofurani^ 15 g* of ai^tydrous 
altaalntan chloride and 2 g* of cuprous chloride In 100 e©« of 
dry ether for 6 hours# At the conclusion of this time the miX'-
tvspm was poured on cracked ice, filtered, and dried. A qmn» 
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titativ© recovery of pure dlbenzoftiran wan mad©* 'Bils dibeu-
sofuran, howevergave a slight test for an ald^yde with 
Schiff*s reagent. 
c}* A aimilnr reaction was rim with 25 g, of diben30fta?a«# 
18*7 g* of anhydrous aluminum oliloride, and 5 g* of eti^ous 
c^oride in the absence of a solvent# !Ehe starting tegaperature 
was S0®*90® and was gradually lowered to 40*^-S0® as the seltlng 
point of the mixture lowered* ©le reaction was rmi at this tern-
peratupe for 5 hours and the ayrt^y, purple product decomposed 
with io«« Ho ald^yde teat was obtaine4 from the product* 
About half of the dibensof\sran mm recovered, together with un­
identified residues* 
®i© reliability of the set-i2p and catalysts In b) and c) 
was d«iionstrated by the pre]^tration of j^tolylald^^^e in a 
4S^ yield fr<Ha toluwe* 
Preparation of Pibensofuryl-g^aldefayde 
®ie ald^:iyde was successfully prepared from the nitrile, 
tii^ou^ the aldimine stanniehloride, following the general di­
rections of stej^en, (16}» 
A suspension of 13«75 g« (0.07S mole) of anhydrous stannic 
tdiloride in 150 cc« of dry ether ims saturated with dry hydro­
gen t^oride at 0® until two layers of liquid s^arated* A 
{16} Stephen, J* Qh^. Soo»» 137* 1874 (19S5) 
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ffuopeuslon of 9«7 g. (0«05 mole) of <Jiben2sof\a»aii-2-iiltrlle la 
50 oo« of eth€»? w&a added and the Mjctup# ^ orou^ily i^iakffii* 
fh© fla«k wks tightly stoppered and the jniattiire allowed to re­
act, with occaaional shaking, for 6 days at itooiti taapeapatia?©* 
At the end of this tine the resulting yellow sa»eoipitate w&m 
mtered ar^ va^ed with ether* fhe crude aldjtoiae staa*» 
nichloride i®a teiediately deooKposed with 1<K) cc, of hot wat^ 
and tl^ oily product extracted with a aaaall amoimt of eth€KP« 
fhe ether solution was i^aken with a saturated sodiisa hisi^lte 
solution for an hour and let stand* ISie bisiilfite ccnnplez 
was filtered out, tticarou^^y <wctraoted with ether, and a«©om-
poeed with dilute hsfdroohloric acid* A yield of crude 
product melting at 66®-68® was obtaia<^» After crystalliisit'-
tion from dilute methanol it melted at 71®«»72®» 
Anal, Calcd, for C^^gH^Og i C, 79.56 | H, 4,11 . 
Po\Mids C, 79»22 I H, 4.25 . 
The substitution of chloroform for ether as a solvent 
for the aitrile, in an effort to reduce the time requirement 
of the reaction, resulted in a poor yield of the ald^syde. 
fhe oxidation of this ald^yde with basic permanganate 
^7e dibensoftxran-S-carbozylic acid. 
iarpo<a3l<a'ite OaEidation of 8«*Aoet3rldibengofuran 
A suspension of 10 g. of 2-aeetyldiben2ofur^ in 300 cc. 
of a solution siade basic with sodium carbonate, and saturated 
vith calcium chlorite, was heat^l at 90® for 15 ho-urs# 
Fifte^ grams of calcium hypochlorite was acidecl at liitermls 
during this period, and sufficient aodim carlsoaate iotroduc^f^ 
to keep the solution basic* fhe ftolution ms filtered hot and 
the precipitate ex^^eted with hot 5^ sodixim carbonate solutloii# 
ffiie two «sctracts were cool^, acidified, and filt^«d» 
product was crystallized f3?0Bi 500 cc. of hot alcohol# ®be 
precipitate ^ hldri appeared on cooling laelted at 255®-865®» 
Several crystallisations frma ethanol and BQ^ acetic acid 
raised the melting point to S85^-290^* Siis compound gave 
qualitative tests for tSilorine and i^s a chlorodlbenzofispan-
g«carbo3?ylic acid, H<Rjttral egulvaleatt caled*, S4@»S; fo\md, 
248»7 • Frma the alcohol sellable product a 50^ yield of di-
ben25ofuran-0*»carbo3cylic acid was obtained* 
Afct<aBPte4 Preparation of 2*'Broptodibeogofia?fiBi'«8«<'CarbejOlic Actd 
An intimate nixtis^e g« (0«C^ ^ le) of cvi)roi3S cyw 
anlde and S6 g* (0*08 mole) of 3,3«dibrmodlb^zofuran was 
hwtted for 6 hours at ^e melt was pondered and set-
t^cted in a Soviet 40 hours with methanol, Emoval of the al­
cohol 5.5 g« of extract from i^ich was recover^ imchange4 
2,S-dit39?oniodib«®20furan and a product melting at 
A 40 hour acetone extraction of the residue of the c^lt yielded 
an 8 g. total of uachiaiged 2,3-dltapcHnodlbenssofuran and the 
hl^^ ffieltlng material. Basle hydrolysis of this unldentl-
1S4 » 
fled product yielded only dibenzoft;BPan-2,8-dlea3»boacyllc aeld 
as identified thipou^ the eetej** 
Kfemyation of SitiN$o8ofuraa'-g«8«>dicagh03Eylio Aeid 
An iatlmte mixtTJBfe of 10 g» (0*05 mole) of 2,8<-ditoi»e-
modibengofnran and 15 g* <0»086 mole) of ei^oue cyanide ms 
heated at S7S®-296^ for 6 hotire* At the coneltuilon of the re-» 
aetien the melt wae powder^ and hydrolysed with 100 g» of 
potaeaim hydroxide in 300 co, of metlianol for 3 days* Water 
•mm addtd, the solution decolorized with Borite, filtered hot, 
W.J-?. 
and acidified* A 5*2 g., of the theoretical, yield of 
ortMe dlben»0furan»2,S-diearb03Eyllc acid was obtaii^d* Esteri-
fication of tliia acid by laeana of diazomethane, and subsequent 
er^n^talllzation of tiie ester from methanol yielded aethyl di-
bensofnran-2#S-Klicarboxylate melting at X66®»167®* A mixed 
Eieltins point with material prepared froia 2,8-dibromodibenzo» 
furan, via the Gipignard reagent and carbonation^ showed no de«» 
presaion* 
Plca'atejB of pjbenzofnrmi and Dai*imtive» 
ft)* A boiling solution of 2*3 g* of picric acid in 15 ec* 
of ethanol was added to a hot solution of X*&5 g« of dibenzo-
furan in 10 ec. of ethanol and heated togethea?* for two minutes* 
Cooling precipitated orange-yellow needles mfiiich melted at 99®» 
1(K>® v^n erystalliaation from ethanol* A mixed melting point 
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of this d«0Pivafeive and the picrafce of tetrah^drodibeazofiapaa, 
©.p. melted at 85*^*87®. 
b), Oao grm of 4-iiethoxsncijLbeaaoftipan in 10 oc. of hot 
aldfjhoi W8 add!^ to a solution of 1*2 g* of picric acid ia 
10 ec, of hot ethanol. !0r># two solutioua w®re allowed to r&» 
act for two lalnute# and cooled, fhe orang# |a?©cipltafee melted 
at 08®«»99® after crystallisation from ethaaol, ^xed melting 
points of this derivative with the picrates of both dibenafo-
ftjran and tetrahjdpodibeiazoftjran, melting at 100® and 97®-9S® 
rejectively, were depressed# 
e)« & solution of 1«S4 g» (0«01 mole) of 4»hydroxydib^so*> 
furan in 10 cc, of ethanol was broiight to r eflijx and a hot so­
lution of Z»B g* (0*011 mole) of picric aeid in 15 ce. of eth­
anol added« It was neeessary to <»3ncent^at« the solution to 
scsae eactent before cooling preelpitati^ the piorate* Tm 
{^•ystallizations from petroleum ether yielded a pi<^ftte melt* 
Ing at 12g®» 
Redaction of 4*Hydro3gdlbeagofiipan 
A solution of 10 g, (0.055 mole) of 4-hydroa^dibetiaofiapan 
in 100 ee. of absolute ©thanol was brou^t to a reflxae and 20 
g. (0.87 g. atOEi) of sodim Introduced in SEiall portions. An 
additional 1(X) co. of ethanol was added as needed to keep the 
mterlal in solution. !She reaction ppoduet wms diluted with 
imter to one liter and steam distilled imtil the alcohol was 
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resao'red* AeMlfioatloo of the residue yielded a heavy oil» 
Steimi distillatioQ of this oil yielded a solid in the d;^stil» 
late melting sharply at 116®» Ihe resid\«» was crystallised 
froiB water and gave a small aaotmt of mterial melting at 1I1^» 
IIS*^* ®i© total yield of this produet was less than Ho 
reeov«py of ^hydroaydibenzofiiran w&a made. Ihe raaterial was 
not investi^ted further. 
Reaction of Lead ^getra^acetate and Di1>engtifiirgm 
A solution of 44.3 g. (0.1 mole) of lead tetra-aeetate 
and 16#8 g. (0*1 mole) of dibensofuran in 100 cc. of glacial 
acetic acid was heated in an atoosj^ere of nitrogen 10 hours 
at 78®«S0®. ®iere was no apparent react ion, A 915^ recov<a»y 
of dibenjsofuran melting at was obtained* 
Reactioo of Iiead ^etra^acetate and Yetrahydrodib^^zofurao 
A solution of 17.2 g. (0.1 mole) of tetrahydrodibensofia'an 
in SO ce. of glacial acetic acid was heat^ to 70^, and 44.3 g« 
(0.1 mole) of lead tetra«acetate introduced. A reaction toolc 
place imttediately, accompanied by evolution of gas and darken­
ing of the solution. Whra the reaction had subsided it was 
heat^ at 70® for 6 hours. ®hie reaction mixture was diluted 
with mter« 100 g. of potassim hydroxicUi added, reflux^^ for 
§ hourSf and steam distilled until the distillate was cl^kr* 
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Th& first distilXalHi ims Sj^ia?© dib0tuB0fiaEpan« Tim 
iMtteF pai»t of the dlatill&te was an mid®atif i#d s&lid laelt-
Ing at 99*®-!©!® aft€^ crystallisation from iwtrolem sMier# 
fix© basic r©»id«© ims boiled with Borit# for 5 boia*8» filt^ed, 
and acidified* Ho appreciable precipitate appeared* 
Attested Mercoration of Tetraiaar^feE^ibensefiiraa 
a)* A solution of S*l§ g. (0*03 mole) of tetrahydrodi-
^»naofuraa and 9*9 g* (0*031 mole) of mspcm^lc acetate in 12S 
00* of a 75^ solution of alcohol was refluxs^ 18 hours* 
curous acetate formed Imsediately in the solution and inc^raasi^ 
with eontintaed refliat* 39i0 r<»aoval of this product, and cool** 
of the filta?ate» yielded an oil which was mainly tetwahy^-
drodibensofuran* 
b)# A solution of 17*g g« {0»1 mole) of tetrahydrodi* 
benzoft^sm and Si.*9 g* (0*1 mole) of mercuric acetate in 1(KI 
ec. of glaoial acetic acid was rofluaeed 14 hoi^s* A consider­
able a^mt of Metallic mercury as well as mercurous acetate 
was filtiared out mid the filtrate diluted with water* Bther ex-
traction of t^e oil resulting fz*osi the dilution, and stibse^uent 
distillation of the ether extract yielded tetrahyflrodibenso-
furan and 3 g* of impxire dibensofuran* 
e)# A sxjspension of 8*6 g* (0*05 mole) of tetrahydro~ 
dibenzofwan in a solution of 1S»5 g* (0*05 mole) of m€*reuric 
-chlorM«, and g7.5 g, (0»05 mole) of sodlm aeetate In 150 
oc* of water was gently reflua»d 4 days* fhe heayy oil whlcii 
resulted wa« eactracted with ether, and ttie ethw dried and 
distilled# Some mercurial was eTidently present, m well as 
&<»!ie i^ecovered tetrahydrodlbeaiofia^&a, as metallic msrcijry 
appearM as a deo^pcsition product of the distillation* 
d)« A solution of 34.4 g, (0«S mole) of tetrahydrodi* 
hmstofmi'm and 63,8 g# (0^2 mole) of mercua^ic acetate in 300 
cc» of absolute ethfi^ol was reflus^ for ^  hours and coded* 
fhe mercurous acetate which had precipitated as it was formed 
was discarded* !Ehe alcoholic filtrate was warmed and treats 
irt,th 40 g* (0mB8 ml9} of calcim ohl<a*ide la 2GG cc, of 8C^ 
ethanol, fhe resiilting precipitate was filtered and air dried. 
It melted roughly at 140®«175® and weighed 6g»5 g. Hmeroiui 
fractionations of this product from acetone, alcohol, ether, 
and ?ariot3^ streng^s (x£ acetic acid ga've no material of defi» 
nite or sharp sH»ltlng point* It was q^te soluble in acetone^ 
and throwing out the precipitate with water did not appear to 
purify the product* It was also quite soltj^ble in acetic acld« 
less so is alcohol, and but sli^tly soluble in ether* By re­
peated extractions with alcc^l, a nimll amoimt of residue 
melting at 2^®- 227® was obtained iftiic^ a mixed melting point 
with 4-ehlQromerc\iridibenzofuran, melting at gS5°-238®, dM 
not depress* A mix*^ melting point of this sort is evidence. 
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not pvoof, of identity. ThB original aleoholic filtrate urns 
diluted with water^ and preoipitated oil rastoved by de-
cantation, and ataim distilled* From this was recovered 10 
g,» 29^ recovery, of tetrahydrodibenzofuran. 
!Kiree more runs by this siethod were made, altering con­
ditions and Biethods of working up the product, but the results 
in all eases were essentially the s«mm 
e)* Seventeen and t^o-tentlvi grcuas (0«1 siole) of tetra-
h^rodilHinzofuran was heated to 120® and S1.9 g. (©•I mole) 
of powlered aiercurie acetate was added in small portions, 
with stij^ing, over 30 isinutes* siixture was tium heated, 
with occasional stirring, up to 145® fco? one hour. Acetic 
acid was given off in considerable quantities above 130®. If 
toe temperature was raised to 155® an appreciable amount of 
decomposition took place. The iwlt was poured upon 100 cc. of 
ethanol, and SO (0.37 mole) of calciiaa chloride in 150 cc. 
of ethanol added. A heavy flocculent preeipitate was fooraied 
ijraaediately. Tim aixture was wll shalsen, cooled, and fil­
tered* The precipitate was extracted with warm water and cold 
alcohol* A 52 g* yield of the air-driiid prodiust was obtained* 
Extractions and attempted crystallizations of this very ixspixrm 
material with acetone, ether, alcc^ol, and wateer yielded frac­
tions of product, containing mrcury, which raelted in ^mir 
lower range froa 68° and in ^Kteir upper ran^ to 230®. Ho com­
pounds of definite B»lting point were isolated. Tetrahydrodi-
benzofuran was recovered frcaa tbe original alcoholic filtrate. 
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and eoetat® vb-b identified aa a produot* 
CSmngea in tiis© and taaporat-ure of heating, and methods 
of wwkictg the products of this reaction yielded no aig-
nifioant cUfferetiee In the prodiict* 
Attempted lodinfttioa of f«tgahydPOdib»agel'iaMHB 
a)# A 8tx«pen«ion of 17»2 g# {0»1 a©le) of tetrahydro-
dlh&motviPBm, 25.4 g« (0»1 mole) of iodine, 4S*5 g» <0»2« mole) 
of yellow at^ctaiPio oaside, and ICK) eo. of di^^ carhon tetra-
iUilorid© was allowed to stand IS hottr# at 2»oom te®ip«patiipe. 
At the end of this time the iodine color had vanished frcsa the 
suyspettsl<»i» Kie reaction mixture ms filtered hot, and the 
residtee extracted with 1(X) co. of boiling cfirbon tetrachloride. 
©3^ two e^raots were ccsnblned, dried ov€*r sodlw eulfate, and 
distilled at 15 mm.m A 76% recovt^y of dlbetizofuran, ehaz^cter* 
Ized as the pierate, was inade* Continued distillation of the 
hlghea? boiling fraetlon at 15 am. resiilted in the violent de-
c^posltloa of the product at 170® «lth the evolution of free 
iodine* 
b)# A si^pession of 45»3 g. {0*2 mole) of yellow mer-
eurle oadlde, ^ .8 g# (0.12 mole) of tetrahydrodlbenzofuran, 
and 25»4 g. (0*1 mole) of iodine In 200 ee« of dry petrolet^ 
ether allowed to stand at roc®i t^nperat^e for tiK> days. 
®ie iodine color had been rmoved at tim ooncluslon of this 
time# fhe mixture was filtered, and the precipitate eactraet^ 
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idth toot ohloj^ofora. Eie two solutions were aoabined, drisd 
ov«!* sodlm sulfate, and the aolvants removed* r©aidu« 
was subjected to steam distillation until the condensate c£Bae 
ov®c» clear* From the condensate was z^covered ®ast of the 
tetrahydrodihensofuran, but no lodo compoimd* An iodotetra-
hydrodibenzofto?aa wotild be eapected to steam distill. & 
aaall amount of insllow solid precipitated from th© residue 
of the steam distillation. It melted at 14#*'*141® after cry»*» 
talllaation fr<»s ethanol. A mixed melting point with S-lodo-
dibenzofuran, m.p. 147®»147.5° , was d^ressed to 13S®-140°# 
Attempted Pehydrogeoations of 7''Hitro»»l«2a3«4'"tetrahydrodi~ 
bengcftcao 
a). An intlBiato mixtw^e of 1 g. of 7-nitrotetrahydrodi-
benzofuran and 2 g. of flowers of sulfur was heated slowly 
from 100^ to 050® for 8 hours. iPhe residue was extracted with 
hot glacial aeetic acid. Cooling th© extract precipitated 
only Dilution of the extract with water gave a fia»thfi0p 
yield of leas pure sulfur. 
b)» An intimate mixture of 1 g. of 7-nitrotetrahydrodi» 
benzofuran and 1 g. of sulfur was heated at g00®-^0® until the 
evolution of hydrogen sulfide ceased. This reqtiired 90 minutes# 
ISie melt was extracted twice with hot 95% etimnol. Tba only 
product recovered by the concentration and dilution of the ex-» 
tract was a imiall amount of impure sulfur. 
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©)• A #usip«n»ion of 1 g. of 7-.nitj»ot©tr^ydtPodl1)©m!G»-
fiaran in a solution of 50 cc. of 15^ pofcassim permanganate 
and 5 oc. of concentrated sulfuric acid reacted quite vigor­
ously when mixed* Wxe product was cooled to 15®, let stand 
10 minutes^ and filtered* The solid material was extracted 
twice with hot alcohol and allowed to cool. The starting ma­
terial was the only product recovered* 
d), ®i0 starting material only was isolated itoen 0«5 g, 
of 7-nitrotetrahydrodiben3ofuran was refluxed 5 hours with a 
solution of 10 g. of ferric chloride in elth«^ 50 cc. of water^, 
or 50 cc. of glacial acetic acid* 
s)» A solution of 10 g, of m®pcurio acetate and 0*5 g* 
of 7-nitePotetrahydrodibenz0furan in 60 cc* of acetic acid 
was refliaced 6 hours* Oooling precipitated a yellow solid 
which was in part the starting material, and in part a cosipoiand 
insolii)le in hot or cold concentrated hydrochloric acid or IC^ 
sodium hydroxide solution, slightly soluble in acetone and al-
cohol, and quite soluble in acetic acid* The melting point ims 
about with decosaposition from 1^®« ^is material was not 
inv«»tlgat«l fiEPther as this melting point is too hi^ for »ono-
nitrodibensofurans * 
f). An intimate mixture of 1 g. of 7-nitrotetrahydrodi-
benzofuran and 2 g* of nickel oxido was heat^ at 8CX)®- 250*^f<»» 
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S Ixtraction of the residue with hot alcohol yielded 
only the starting material# 
g)* A similar result was obtained by heating an intimate 
aiztiEPQ of 1 g. of 7-nitrotetrahydrodlbenz0furan and S g« of 
m^ourie oxide for 90 ciinutes at 180*^-200®, 
Attqwpted Oxidation of Y^Aeetyl-l^g^SA^r-tetraha^odibengof^r^aB 
a). A suspension of S g. of Y-acetyltetrahydrodibenzo-
furan in a solution of cc* of water and 6 g, of potassit»i 
hydroxide was treated in small portions at 60®wV0® with the 
theoretical amoimt, 4,4 g., of potassiian permmi^nate in 00 ce« 
of water* The solution was filtered hot and ei^rscted with 
ether# Ihe basic solution was treated with Korite, concen-
tratsrti somewhat, acidified, and cooled* Ro precipitate ap­
peared* 
b)» A suspension of 2 of 7«-acetyltetrahydrodlb«3zo-
furan was refluxed 12 hours with a solution of 60 g, of po* 
tasaiuK ferrioyanide and 11 g» of potassluui hydroxide in SCK) 
CO. of ^ter» SHie turbid solution was filtered hot and aci­
dified, Kie resultant lapecipitate was extracted with ether, 
and the ether extracted with 100 cc* of 15^ potasslm hy­
droxide solution. Concentration of ttiis basic extract gave 
the potassim salt of an acid. "Bie sodim salt vms mde, 
erystalllged twice frtwi water, and acidified. 'Eas resulting 
acid melted at 145®-146®» Kie yield was S^IOJ^ and the product 
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was iK»t; fttpthta? It im» not tetrahyd2TOdlb€Raao-
ftipa«~7*efiupt>a3qrli« add m dlt>«nsofttpati-'S-earboxyllo aodd, 
tlx® teiown 03Ei<aatl0n pirodiicts. fSiere la a poastbility that 
this ccaipouad iB a aihydrodibettzofuran derivative, but it is 
wore lihsly a ring eleavage |a*oduct, 
c), Oa© litmdrad cc. of 5% potaasim permanganate aolti» 
tlon ms added in small portions to a aiispensiou of 3 g. of 
7«ao«tyltetral^x4i»odibenzofiiran in a solution of 10 g. of po« 
taBaium bydraxide and SO ec« of water* fhQ decolorized solu^ 
tioa waa filtered toot, cooled, and aeldifisd. Eie &€Eil-»olld 
oil timt separate wae eactraoted with etherand the ether ««-
traoted with 1§^ potaesim h:^roxide solution. Aa la b), eon-
Qentratioa and purification through the aodiisn salt yielded 
the asEie acid m«ltlng at 145°-146®# 
d). An intimate mixtixre of S g. of acetyltetrahydrodi-
benzofuran and S g# of sulfw was heated at 200*^-2t60® mntll 
the evolution of hydrogen aiilfide had c^^eed. The sublimed 
product v&a crystallized froia petrolenc ether and melted at 
139'^- 141^0 fhla material gave a good eloaental test for 
SUlflBP# 
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Sim&BY 
The dlbeiiiKif txranaulfmiic acid of Zmlmntmr has h##ii Idoii* 
tM'ldd as dlb@Qzof\ir&n*>2-s\xll'Qiile aeld* 
'Hi© |3apepax*atlon of dil)©tiJBoftEpyl-^»ald«hyde, dlbenaofwcatt-* 
g»8-dioa3Pbo3^11o aeid, and dibenaofupantetpastilfonio acid haa 
been reported# 
!Si© acid hydrolysis of dibenzoftiran-S-siilfonlc acid, 
diben2ofia*an-2,8'»dlsulfonic aeid, and dlbenzofurantetrasiolfosie 
aoid to dibenzof^aran has been described, 
A auEdier of aegatiife, but significant, resulta in the di-
benaofuran and tetrahydrodlbenzofiipan series has been mentioned* 
